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from the
principal
Northern Southland College
continues to move from
strength to strength. 
Our roll peaked at 199 students earlier this year and indications are that number will be
similar in 2020. Our students once again have been to the fore in a wide variety of
activities, both inside and outside of the classroom. They have made the most of the vast
range of opportunities available to them. Our 2019 magazine provides an excellent
resume of all their adventures and accomplishments. A big thank you to Dr Norrish and
her team for producing this magazine. A couple of highlights for me were our production
crew’s performance of Back to the 80’s on the back of last year’s very successful
production of Emma. A first for NSC this year was our entry into the Murihiku Polyfest.
Our Kapa Haka Roopu’s performance was impressive and we look forward to this
strengthening even further. The completion of our all weather turf was a welcome sight
and looks and performs brilliantly.
 
Our staff continue to develop and deliver quality teaching programmes to our willing
students. My thanks to our entire team of teachers and support staff as they do their
utmost to enable students to be successful. There are some significant changes on the
horizon for education across the country. I am more than confident that we can
carefully navigate our way through these to continue the high quality of education that
we provide. In terms of staff movements, at the start of the year we welcomed Miss
Dukes, Mr Reeve and Ms Mawston to NSC. Mid way through the year we bade farewell
to Mrs Prestwich who retired and Miss Bots who transferred to Christchurch. We thank
them both for their short stints at NSC. This led to Dr Coad being appointed as HOD
Mathematics and Mrs Leach also being appointed permanently to our Mathematics
Department. Both are welcome additions to our team. It is with sadness that at the end of
this year   we will be farewelling Mrs Little who is retiring, and Mrs Cairns who is
moving back to the family farm in Owaka. Both women have given tirelessly to the
College and our students. Their presence and positivity will be missed but I wish them
both all the best for the next chapter in their lives.
 
My thanks to our parent community for your continued support of NSC. Whether it be
our PTA; Board of Trustees; or those of you who help coach, manage and transport
students and attend our camps.  My final thanks goes to our students. Thank you for
being great ambassadors for our College. I respect all who have tried something new this
year, and likewise to those who have tried harder at something they already knew. It is
your attitude and pride that makes us a success. To all those leaving us, I wish you all the
best and look forward to following your progress. To all students who are returning, I
look forward to sharing with you an equally as busy and successful 2020.
 
Have a safe and happy holidays everyone. Noho ora mai.
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 Back Row: Nicola Watson, Daniel Reeve, Jamie Cooper, Dale Kington, Janelle Eason, Jayne Beer
 3rd Row: Tracey Cullen, Sharlie Morton, Wendy Coghlan, Mike Dixon, Michelle Mitchell, SeYe Chan, Jeanna Rodgers

 2nd Row: Champi Senadirannehelage, Marilyn Roberts, Jean Little, Jordana Norrish, Sarah Mee, Megan Ussher, 
Glenda Chan, Jampee Inpan

 Front Row: Maree Smith, Samantha Ker, Nikki Dukes, Mike Newell, Karen Blakemore, Lynda Duncan, Kelly Mawston
Absent: Brigid Ponga, Edward Coad, Paulette Leach, Sonia Dillon, Stephanie Bots, Sarah Cairns

Staff

Back Row: Jamie Cooper, Damon Lowe, Janelle Eason, Adam Roberts
Front Row: Maree Smith, Paul Heslip, Mike Newell, Kate McIntosh, Tracey Cullen, Jordana Norrish
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This year started with Jack
Wilson being chosen as Head
Boy and me as deputy; however,
with his sudden acceptance into
the Army, it was I who had to
take his place. I knew I had some
shoes to fill there. I came to
Northern Southland College
early 2018, and I was a little
intimidated at first. A strange
place filled with new people,
what was I supposed to do? The
minute I walked through the
gates I realised my worries were
misplaced. Instantly greeted with
a fellow Year 12 saying, "Hi! My 

name’s Kyla and you’re Jack!”. It
was definitely a positive first
impression. It didn’t stop there
though, oh no. I came to notice
that everybody here at NSC is
warm, friendly and more than
happy to help. From there I fell
in place as if I were made for
this, like an enzyme with a lock
and key fit. (Don’t worry young
ones, you’ll learn that in Year 12).
Albeit small, NSC is exploding
with opportunities that should
be accepted with open arms,
there’s something for everybody
here. I was lucky enough to have 

an amazing partner in crime
through my last year as Head
Boy, Tayla. I would like to thank
everybody who helped me along
because I wouldn’t be the person I
am now without you. So here I
am, writing this report,
remembering I have a Physics
assignment due tomorrow. I look
forward to what next year will
bring as should you all, and
remember: teachers open doors
but you must enter yourself.

I’ve had the pleasure of being Head Boy for 2019. Well at least partly.

reflections

head student

Jack Miller
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Now look at us, a bunch of adults (most of
us) no longer kids, so close to doing life
without Mum and Dad, and having to do
our own washing!What a time I have had
here at NSC. So many memories, so many
opportunities, and so many great friends.
Reflecting back on my time here at NSC,
there is so much that will stick with me
forever. The teachers here at NSC are
something special. They have made my
years here so much more enjoyable and
made learning fun. Ms Mawston, I may
have only known you for a year but I
could easily say that of all teachers, you
are the one your Year 13 trio has spent
the most time with. You have made the
art room a second home for us all. Mrs
Norrish you have been with our class for
many of our senior days as maths
students, you came to our rescue this year
and encouraged us to embrace our inner
musical talent recreating Frozen’s “Let it 

go” from our stats notes…. “If only I could
give you guys credits for this!”.  Bio and
Chem classes with Mrs Eason will take a
bit to beat. The beginnings of our ‘Homo
Elonus’ movie production, tectonic plates
and forever expanding space, as well as
our terrible English has made Science
more than enjoyable. Ms Eason I give
you full credit for your most amazing
ability to put up with our bunch. Mrs
Coghlan, English will forever be with me,
you always cared and always wanted to
see us all do well. One of the hardest
classes to leave end of Year 12.A proud
member of Taki, I wish my house all the
best in the years to come, we are
climbing the ranks team! I trust you guys
will continue to do our house proud and
look forward to hearing of Taki’s success
across the board. I'm leaving this year
with a heavy heart but excited for a new
chapter. I have so many memories to 

take away. I want to wish everyone all the
best - make the most of your years at NSC
and have fun because, although some
won't believe me, your high school days
have the potential to be some of your
greatest. Life will only ever be what you
make of it.To my fellow classmates, thank
you for making my years here so
enjoyable: the banter, singing and
dancing... everything is all such good
memories. I have learned that over the
course of my time here that, with a happy
heart and an open mind, success is
inevitable. Thank you NSC, for providing
me with the opportunity to thrive and
grow in a family cultured, safe and
supportive environment. You’re not just a
number here, you’re a member of the
family - and that is something I will miss.

7 years down the road with the same people I began my time with at NSC,

some we lost along the way and others we gained.

reflections

head student

Tayla Elder
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This year, the Arts Council
was made up of Danielle
Roberts and Matilda
Highfield as Co-Heads. 
Rynz Cañada, Jayde Ludi,
Jorja Burr, Tayla Elder,
Makenzie Appleyard-
Drake, Maisie Mitchell,
Ruby Sellens, and Giavana
Santelli. made up the other
members. 
 
The Arts Council ran a
Tutor Group competition
called ‘All About Us’. This
involved Tutor Groups
decorating a wall that best 

represented themselves.
LKM won this with a
creativerepresentation of
their Tutor Group. 
 
During the Bullying
Awareness Mufti Day, the
Arts Council ran an activity
that required students to
make posters to show anti-
bullying. These were put
outside the common room
to continue to show the
positivity. 
 
In Term Three, another
mufti day was held which

the Arts Council ran. It
raised money for Life
Matters Suicide Prevention
Trust. We raised just under
$240 for this good cause. 

Council

Arts

Danielle Roberts
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The Social Council has held
two discos this year: One in
Term 1 with the wonderful
theme of “What you want
to be when you grow up”
and another in Term 3 with
a “Greek” theme. We
originally had planned to
hold 4 discos but, due to
other commitments, we
were unable to meet this
goal. This has disappointed
us, but we are appreciative
that we held 2 very
successful discos. We have
also held a couple of mufti
days throughout the year
to raise money for charities, 

which have been awesome.
Along with the discos and
mufti days, we had the
pleasure of organising the
ball. This took a lot of time
and effort to ensure the
night ran smoothly, from
lighting to the food, table
settings and so on. This
year, the theme was
“Enchanted Forest”, which
meant lovely green and
floral decorations. We
collected heaps of different
beautiful decorations that
really pulled the night
together. Some were fresh
and others were fake. We 

introduced a walk-in this
year, where couples were
introduced to the crowd
and walked across a stage
so that everyone could see
their lovely outfits. We
would like to thank
everyone who supported us
to run a successful ball and
discos this year. 

Council

Social

Kate McIntosh
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This year has been pretty
slow for the Sports Council.
We started off the year
with a house touch
competition that,
unfortunately, we didn't
have the time to finish,
since there was so much
going on at the time. 
 
We didn't do much in Term
2; however, in Term 3 we
kicked off with a house
volleyball competition, in
which Lintley reigned
victorious in a gruesome
final against Hokonui. 
 

It is now Term 4 and we are
organising a social netball
competition for the seniors
before they go away for
study leave. While we are
away we will run a junior
handball competition so
that the juniors don't miss
out just because the seniors
have left. 
 
Our aim this year was to
bring new and different
ranges of sports to the
school. While we have not
fully achieved this goal, we
have a lot of good ideas and 

some new competitions.
The ideas that we came up
with will be good for next
year's Sports Council to use.
We have received a lot of
donations this year such as
new netball post covers,
hockey sticks and balls. We
also had the opening of the
turf and have had very
positive feedback from the
various sports teams who
have used it. 
 
Thank you to Mr Kington
for all his help in organising
us and the events.

Council

Sports

Kyla Herrick & Jack Miller
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Our goal for 2019 was to get more SADD
activity happening throughout the
school. We certainly have achieved
that.In Term 1 we had a late start to the
year with the establishment of the
council only happening in the last few
weeks. During the Term 1 holidays, we
were lucky enough to send one of our
Year 12 committee members, Star-ra
Ralston, away to the South Island SADD
Conference in Christchurch, which she
thoroughly enjoyed. This lead to her
applying for and being selected as a
NATIONAL student leader for SADD.
This role has taken her to Wellington for
conferences and given her a big insight
into SADD at a national level which has
really benefited us as a council and
school, a massive congratulations and
well done to Star-ra! We are so proud of
her and wish her all the best in her
journey with SADD.In Term 2 we tried to
run the chalk outline activity in which
we drew roads and intersections etc
around the school to try to promote safe
traveling between classes and practice of
road rules. We tried to get as many

juniors involved as possible as they are
our future drivers and should be
educated about safe driving before they
get onto the roads. In Term 3, our biggest
term, we held a variety of events. In
August we held a TG quiz competition all
about road rules and a creative  section
for the best acronym for SAFER
September. We congratulated ELD and
TDR for their win for that quiz. Carrying
on into SAFER September, SADD’s biggest
month, we were fully dedicated to
advocating safe driving. We tried to run
an activity each week. Week 1 through to
week 3, we held a TG dress the door
competition where each TG had to dress
up a door with the theme of ‘road safety
memes.’ ESM took away top prize with
their awesome design, ELD coming
runner up. Week 2 alongside the Dress up
the Door, we handed out ‘infringement’
tickets to students who were running or
traveling dangerously through the aisles
and corridors.Week 3 we held a mufti day
and the focus or fail activity. For the
focus or fail course we obtained the
‘drunk goggles’. We were very amused by

the craziness of students trying to
complete the activity. We also ran a
course where students had to try to use
their phones and complete the course at
the same time, the objective of this was to
teach the students just how hard it is to
text and concentrate on a task, such as
driving, and we hope the message about
the dangers of drunk driving and
distracted driving really came across to
the students. The Mufti Day raised close
to $250 in gold coin donations which we
donated to SADD, they were very pleased
and we received a letter of appreciation
from the head SADD team in New
Zealand. In the final week, the SADD
team got a visit from our regional SADD
ambassador Lydia. We as leaders are
proud of what we have accomplished this
year with SADD and we hope to see the
hard work and message of safe driving
carry on with the school and students
through the year. 

Committee

SADD

Kyla Herrick & Danielle Roberts
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Back Row: Kate McIntosh, Claurize Janse van Rensburg, James Bayer, Kyle Hansen, Maverick Salva
2nd Row: Mrs L Duncan, Danzic Pennicott, Harrison Maclean, Eilish Graham, Kimberley Cabral, Luke Stalker, Quade White

Front Row: Star-ra Ralston, Jack Donaldson, Arnav Singh, Arleea Hoffman, Sean Sison

Back Row: Hannah Sangster, Bryant Cavinta, Kate Bennett, William Drummond
2nd Row: Ms S Bots, Isabelle Bayer, Matthew Cabral, Marshall Croad, Syd Woodford

Front Row: Millie Roy, Briar Wilson, Rumer Carter, Charlotte Stalker, Jack Merchant, Mheltricia Tolentino 

Back Row: Joshua Bennett, Adam Bayer, Dominic Carston, Ruby Thompson
2nd Row: Ms S Mee, Andrew Graham, Sarah Wilson, Connah King, Ruby Menlove

Front Row: Danyca Joy Salva, Charlotte Roy, Bennedict Cavinta, Madeline Moyles, Maisie Mitchell, Anvi Singh
Absent: Mekka Leak-Fleury, Benedict Tolentino,Tylah Wilson-Woodford

EYRE
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EYRE
Ever since I was Year 7, I had
always hoped that I would be
the Head of House in Year 13,
and this year I was chosen. I
would say that I ‘bleed the
green’. 
 
This house has been in my
family since I’ve been at NSC,
they have supported me and I
have supported them. I would
describe Eyre house as a whole
as passionate, talented and
strong. 
 
Our house has done extremely
well in our sports as well as
academics. We are a very well
rounded house with talented
individuals excelling in
different areas which helps
the house as a whole. 
 
I have a few highlights from
my time in Eyre, like winning
both the Taonga Honore and
the Henderson Shield for 5
years in a row, all the Colours
Days, and poking fun at the
other Houses (sorry, not sorry,
guys). These highlights have
made being in Eyre so special
to me. 
 
 

We as a house are passionate
about working together to
reach the top. This year our
theme was ‘The Army’, our
Deputy Head of House
Dominic Carston came up with
the idea and I knew it was
perfect. 
 
Myself and some of the senior
Eyre students all spent a lot of
time after school painting our
banner, making Garrison hats
out of newspaper and spray
painting them, coming up with
our chant and planning how
we could present our theme in
the best way plus more. 
 
This year we placed 2nd for
Colours Day, only falling short
from 1st by 5 points. I would
like to thank Ms Mee, Mrs
Duncan and Dr Coad for the
support on the day and leading
up to the day. Without you
guys the house wouldn’t be
the same so thank you.
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This year it was my pleasure to lead the mighty Eyre

house.
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Back Row: Max Stride, Jack Brenssell, Connor Appleyard-Drake, Bernice Cullen
2nd Row: Blake Clearwater, Sweekriti Sunar, Kirsten Armitage, Cooper Leach, Benjamin Rodgers-Foran, Miss N Dukes

Front Row: Jono Watson, Jordan Kington, Hunter Baucke, Harrison Wilson, Elri Geldenhuys
Absent: India Isaacs

Back Row: Cruz Stevens, Jason Kennedy, Samuel Watson, Cam Slattery
2nd Row: Mitchell McLachlan, Damin Baucke, Gavin Chan, Ruby Sellens, Mrs T Cullen

Front Row: James Armitage, Samantha Kington, Kyla Herrick, Cassandra Rodgers-Foran, Jordan Isaacs, Slade Luff
Absent: Juhané Slump

Back Row: Makenzie Appleyard-Drake, Scott Cullen, Scott Rushton, Caleb Hellewell, Hana Sellens
2nd Row: Mrs W Coghlan, Jacob Richards, McKenzie Findlay, Charlotte Rodgers-Foran, Cade McLachlan, Adele Kennedy

Front Row: Ashley Chan, Rebecca Armitage, Leoné Geldenhuys, Pearl Stevens, Ben Slattery
 

HOKONUI
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HOKONUI
The way they give it their all and the
wholesome House spirit they exhibit, I
could not ask for a better house.
Hokonui is more than just a house, it's
a family, a win for one is a win for all. 

 
We are very lucky to have a very
talented house both culturally,
physically and academically.  We’ve
had a lot of really good achievements
this year. We won both swimming
sports and athletics, and although we
came third in colours day and second
in volleyball and touch, we lost with
dignity, putting up a good fight to
prove ourselves as the house to beat.
At the end of the day the score is just a
score, it's enthusiasm, participation,
determination and the good fight that
truly matters.

 
This year as a house I believe the
students really gave it their all, so I
would like to say thank you to
everyone who pushed a little bit
harder, yelled a little bit louder and
supported a little bit stronger for your
house. I would also like to say a huge
thank you to the teachers, you guys
are amazing and honestly the real
mvps of the house. 

 
Mrs Cullen, Mrs Coghlan and Miss
Dukes, your insistence for
participation and really giving full
effort in the TG challenges put
forward to us this year, has really
made an impact and it certainly makes
us look very good as a house. Your
support and care for us is what makes
our house the family it is, truly special
and  valued members of our little
family. Mrs Watson, while we don’t
see you often,we feel your support on
the days and the times it matters most.
 
Last but not least, Mr Chan: Hokonui
would not be what it is without you. 
Your unconditional, and sometimes
very tough support really carries our
spirit.

You belong in the Hokonui History
Archives along with the Moon
Landing, the Victory at Waterloo and
the Hokonui War. Your speeches can
never be unheard and will never go
unappreciated. I cannot  express just
how much that first speech at the
beginning of the year means to me
and what it means to the house. 

 
Lastly, thank you to my team of
helpers: Cassandra, Charlotte,
Bernice, Adele, Connor and Scott R.
You guys have been such a huge help
this year and your hard work and
effort is greatly appreciated. With my
parting from Hokonui, my final words
to you all are: Keep the flame lit and
keep it shining bright. We have the
biggest house spirit in the school and
you should be proud, keep that spirit
and keep that determination. I wish
you all the best in whatever journey
you decide to take. 
 
I will carry my journey with Hokonui
with me for the rest of my life, I might
not get a tattoo of our emblem but I
certainly will always remember my
years with Hokonui. You can take the
student out of Hokonui but you can't
take the Hokonui out of the student.
Never forget who you are.
 
Perlusto lorealo, Perlusto evinco, 
We statum contineo, We Illorum
Hokonui.
Through Victory, Through defeat, 
We stand together, We are Hokonui.

I am so proud of Hokonui and all they've achieved this

year.
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Back Row: Esther Currie, Mana Kamo, Zachary Lietze, Ravindu Gunawardhana, Josh Lowe
2nd Row: Mr D Kington, Dineli Arabaya Wathukarage, Duncan Durling, Dylan Thomas, Tori Pont, Jack Walling

Front Row: Huriana Ponga, Brianah Ware, Ryan Senior, Jake Ussher, Cooper Clark, Mackenzie Herrick, Ashmi Dhakal

Back Row: Noah Clearwater, Jacob Sinclair, Cody Lowe, Charly Vega
2nd Row: Ms K Blakemore, Isaac Marsh, Justin Fleury, Olivia Thomas, Ella Kutsyk

Front Row: Danielle Roberts, Holly Thompson, Ty McDonald, Riley Ludi, Jackson Stevens, Stephanie Soldevilla
Absent: Troy Fowler, Regan Pont

Back Row: Braedyn Till, Dylan Middlemiss, Keiran Law, Elijah Lietze
2nd Row: Ms K Mawston, Lori Bradley, Jade Gullick, Crystal-Rose Sheehan, Jayde Ludi, Caleb Sinclair

Front Row: Cameron Colyer, Gemma Bulleid, Kadia Muir, Ben Roy, Caiden Reid, Megan Lowe, Giavana Santelli
 

LINTLEY
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LINTLEY
We are a house that gives our
all no matter what. We try our
best to come out on top but
when we don't, we always
show good sportsmanship.   
 
When it comes to lunchtime
competitions, cross country,
swimming sport, athletics and
colours day we put our all in.
Lintley is all about working
together and encouraging one
another, which is why our
house is literally the best. 
 
It has been a good year for
Lintley. Winning the house
volleyball competition was a
big achievement for us and I
was very proud of the
participation that came from
everyone. I have felt very
privileged being captain of
Lintley alongside Danielle. 
 
We were so proud and excited
about our win on Colours Day.
Winning this year's Colours
Day was a huge achievement
for us as a house as we haven’t
achieved this since I was a
Year 7. We decided on doing
the band KISS and what a good
choice that was. 
 

On the day everyone in Lintley
was giving their best out on
the sports field and just having
fun. At the end of the day, we
came out with the win with 95
points only 5 points ahead of
the next house. Thank you to
all the other houses that have
put up a great challenge
throughout this year! 
 
I would also like to say a big
thanks to all the people who
helped me with Colours Day
this year. Thank you to
Stephanie for all your hard
work that you put into our
amazing banner. Thank you to
Jayde.L, Charlie, Ravindu and
Danielle for your help also. 
 
It has been the best 7 years
being apart of such a cool
house. I wish Lintley all the
best for all the years to come.

Lintley Lintley Lintley! Black Black Black! Mighty is the

best way to describe Lintley.
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Back Row: Matilda Highfield, Jake Norrish, Oliver Trusler, Timothy Bullmore, Maddison Price
2nd Row: Mr D Reeve, Byron Pease, Halle Cañada, Mitch Salviejo, Samantha Villamayor, Molly Butler

Front Row: Grace Naylor, Grace Duthie, Flynn Burr, Izac Elder, Zeniff Cañada
Absent: Henri Broad

Back Row: Harley Sheat, Madison Reidt, Olivia Duthie, Ashby MacDonell, Luke Jamieson
2nd Row: Mrs J Little, Hayley Norrish, Jessica Duthie, Nicole Masajo, Catherine Villamayor, Jack Heslip

Front Row: Leilani Falanisi, Steven Green, Lachlan Elder, Imogen Highfield, Abish Cañada
Absent: Jack Miller

Back Row: Kate MacDonell, Josh Chalmers, Kane Middlemiss, Patrick Colligan, Rynz Cañada
2nd Row: Mrs M Mitchell, Valen Reidt, Jali Day, Tanner Price, Ethan Shepherd, Harriet Baker

Front Row: Jorja Burr, Adam Beattie, Xavier Trusler, Tayla Elder, Brooklyn Neumann
Absent: Oliver Clark, Hannah Jones

TAKITIMU
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TAKITIMU
We’ve had some awesome
highs and some pretty
hilarious lows. From winning
Colours Day last year (never to
be forgotten, a legacy you
MUST ALL CARRY ON), to
singing our hearts out in the
first-ever Haka/Waiata
competition (and smashing it
out of the park may I add). 
 
Then there was that time
where one of our teachers
dressed up as Gru, or the time
when we NEARLY won the
four-way volleyball. I’ll hold all
of our almost victories in my
heart for a while. 
 
I said it last year and I will,
with pride, say it again this
year; over my now 7 years here
at NSC, the reputation of Taki
being the “Academic” house is
slowly but surely evolving into
something new. If we keep up
our incredible participation,
pride and commitment, then
Taki could be out there
smashing those scoreboards
in everything we do. 
 
We as a house have been so
lucky to have some of the most
supportive and passionate
teachers to help push us along.
A huge thank you to Mr Dixon
for all of his help over the
Colours Day period, we
wouldn’t have been able to
form such technical choreo
without the use of your DTY
room ;)! 
 

To Mrs Little, thank you for
the use of your room and
supplies, our master artworks
would never have been
finished without them! 
 
To Dr Norrish and all of the
other supporting Takitimu
teachers, we hear your voices
from the back yelling our
chants too, your support
means everything to us. 
 
I can’t wait to come back one
day and see who Takitimu has
evolved into. From what I saw
this year, I can only imagine
how amazing it is going to be.
You should all be so proud of
yourselves with the way you
have represented your house
spirit to the school in 2019. 
 
To the leaders of Taki next
year: good luck! You guys have
worked so hard alongside the
rest of the seniors over the
past couple of years when our
numbers are down and I can’t
wait to hear all about your
plans for next year!
 
To everyone else (you know
who you are <3) who worked
tirelessly to make Colours Day
2019 possible, I appreciate
you. This is my final goodbye
to Takitimu. Thank you for
being the most awesome
house an NSC student could
hope for! 

My time with Takitimu has come to an end and it feels

bittersweet.
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photos

Back Row: Cooper Clark, Cody Lowe, Noah Clearwater, Briar Wilson
3rd Row: Brianah Ware, Gemma Bulleid, Ben Roy, Samantha Kington, Millie Roy, Luke Jamieson, Sean Sison
2nd Row: Marshall Croad, Ethan Shepherd, McKenzie Findlay, Matthew Cabral, Syd Woodford, Isabelle Bayer

Front Row: Arleea Hoffman, Tanner Price, Jali Day, Andrew Graham, Dylan Thomas, Blake Clearwater, Luke Stalker
Absent: Rebecca Armitage

7N8

Back Row: Ashby MacDonell, Elijah Lietze, Bennedict Cavinta
3rd Row: Charlotte Roy, Maisie Mitchell, Justin Fleury, Jono Watson, Harley Sheat,  Duncan Durling, Elri Geldenhuys                                        

2nd Row: Benjamin Rodgers-Foran, Lori Bradley, Harrison Maclean, Isaac Marsh, Jack Heslip, Mitchell McLachlan  
Front Row: Ruby Sellens, Nicole Masajo, Jessica Duthie, Tori Pont, Leilani Falanisi, Damin Baucke, Ella Kutsyk 

Absent: Benedict Tolentino                              

7S8
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Back Row: Kadia Muir, Josh Lowe, Max Stride, Rumer Carter
3rd Row: Sarah Wilson, Kirsten Armitage, Mackenzie Herrick, Jack Merchant, Jackson Stevens, Jade Gullick, Ben Slattery

2nd Row: Harriet Baker, Danzic Pennicott, Cooper Leach, Molly Butler, Quade White, Jacob Richards
Front Row: Byron Pease, Dineli Arabaya Wathukarage, Hayley Norrish, Connah King, Ashley Chan, Olivia Thomas, Jack Walling

Absent: Juhané Slump

7C8

Back Row: Grace Duthie, Maddison Price, Jake Norrish, Makenzie Appleyard-Drake, Jake Ussher
2nd Row: Cade McLachlan, Lachlan Elder, Harrison Wilson, Slade Luff, Madeline Moyles, Gavin Chan

Front Row: Grace Naylor, Leoné Geldenhuys, Troy Fowler, Charlotte Stalker, Jack Donaldson

9N
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class 

photos

Back Row: Caleb Hellewell, Adam Bayer, Flynn Burr, Samuel Watson
2nd Row: Caleb Sinclair, Ruby Menlove, Sweekriti Sunar, Catherine Villamayor, Valen Reidt

Front Row: Halle Cañada, Giavana Santelli, Jordan Kington, Hunter Baucke, James Armitage, Mitch Salviejo
Absent: Mekka Leak-Fleury, Regan Pont

9S

Back Row: Timothy Bullmore, Mana Kamo, Jacob Sinclair, Kate Bennett
2nd Row: Charlotte Rodgers-Foran, Steven Green, Riley Ludi, Holly Thompson, Crystal-Rose Sheehan, Kimberley Cabral

Front Row: Bernice Cullen, Cameron Colyer, Ryan Senior, Xavier Trusler, Braedyn Till, Caiden Reid, Jordan Isaacs
Absent: India Isaacs, Riancke Slump

10N
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class 

photos

Back Row: Kate MacDonell, James Bayer, Jack Brenssell, Scott Cullen
3rd Row: Cam Slattery, Kyle Hansen, Kane Middlemiss, Josh Chalmers, Keiran Law, Claurize Janse van Rensburg, Hana Sellens

2nd Row: Danyca-Joy Salva, Ashmi Dhakal, Imogen Highfield, Anvi Singh, Zeniff Cañada, Samantha Villamayor
Front Row: Brooklyn Neumann, Megan Lowe, Ty McDonald, Izac Elder, William Drummond, Madison Reidt, Pearl Stevens

Absent: Oliver Clark, Hannah Jones

Y11

21

Back Row: Dylan Middlemiss, Oliver Trusler, Ravindu Gunawardhana
3rd Row: Maverick Salva, Joshua Bennett, Bryant Cavinta, Patrick Colligan, Connor Appleyard-Drake

2nd Row: Abish Cañada, Jayde Ludi, Star-ra Ralston, Mheltricia Tolentino, Eilish Graham, Stephanie Soldevilla
Front Row: Jorja Burr, Hannah Sangster, Adam Beattie, Esther Currie, Charly Vega, Cassandra Rodgers-Foran, Ruby Thompson

Absent: Tylah Wilson-Woodford                           

Y12



class 

photos

Back Row: Mr J Cooper, Zachary Lietze, Dominic Carston, Scott Rushton
2nd Row: Danielle Roberts, Arnav Singh, Tayla Elder, Kyla Herrick, Adele Kennedy, Huriana Ponga

Front Row: Kate McIntosh, Rynz Cañada, Matilda Highfield, Jason Kennedy, Jack Miller, Cruz Stevens, Olivia Duthie

Y13
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Camp

Reports
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On arriving, the weather wasn’t the
best and we all raced inside. After we
found our camp groups by being cats,
giraffes, bunnies, monkeys,  dogs,
mice and t-rex we went to our cabins
to set up and then were supposed to
come back for lunch. However, my
cabin didn’t hear the last instruction!
 
We then played some group games to
earn points like stacking cups with
rubber-bands and string and passing
marshmallows from spoon to spoon
without using our hands!!! Then
everyone went to the local pool for a
swim before heading back to camp. 
 
The next day we were told about the
mandatory talent show and had some
time to practice before heading out to
do a massive walk to Lake Monowai.
After some blood, sweat and lots of
rain we made it to the lake. Once it got
dark we headed out for a glow worm
walk. We weren’t allowed torches and
I enjoyed trying to guess who
everyone was by their voice.  We then
had some more time to practise for
the talent show as we would be
performing the next night in front of
all the parents. 
 
To start the next day, we had a hearty
breakfast of porridge (not everyone
enjoyed the choice) and looked over
the plan for the day. We split up into
four different groups to do four
different activities. My group went to
the ropes course first where we had to
climb, balance and concentrate. It was
very entertaining to watch and fun to
encourage our other team
members. We then went abseiling. It
was a long wait for a short experience
and not everyone got a turn but it was
fun while it lasted. I mean, who
wouldn’t want to climb down a seven
metre rockwall backwards!! 

Next, we drove up to the top of the hill
and got our bikes sorted. The people
who missed out on abseiling got to go
first. I rode down with my friends yet
soon ended up passing them. Bump.
Bump. Bump. The track wasn’t smooth
and since my brakes weren’t the best,
I found it hard to control  myself. 
 
Eventually everyone made it to the
bottom and we headed out for a kayak.
The cool water was very refreshing
after the hot dusty bike ride. I was
pushed out of my kayak once and
found that I was one of the best at
paddling standing up and managed to
fend off anyone trying to 
tip me out. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
After a short swim and some more
kayak games, we went back to camp
and did our talent  show. Our group
did an act where we were on a plane
with the smartest man alive:  the
president, the pilot, the hostess and
me, (a camper headed for Borland
lodge with my backpack). The engine
failed and we all had to have
parachutes but there were only four
chutes and five people. The president
grabbed one and  jumped out yelling
“My country needs me!” The hostess
grabbed one, jumped and yelled “I’m
too beautiful to die!” The smartest
man alive grabbed one and jumped.
Then the captain said “Well, you take
the last one I’ll go down with my
plane.” I said “Don’t worry the
‘smartest man’ took my
backpack!” That night was fun and the
next day no one was excited to leave
camp. It was a great bonding
experience and everyone enjoyed it!
 
 
 

"Camp is fun. Camp is
loud and camp is
awesome!!!"

School Camp. Right at the start of the year. It’s a great

way to get to know other people your age.

Year 7 Camp:

Borland Lodge
By Brianah Ware
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By Makenzie Appleyard-Drake and Leoné Geldenhuys

Year 8 Camp 2018:
Mavora Lakes

limits and discovered new
things that we liked. On
multiple occasions, we all
displayed great teamwork as
well as competitiveness. After
a week full of activities like
swimming, raft racing, fire
starting and many more, no
showers for a week was worth
it. 
 
Even though our weather was
very unpredictable, we all still
had a blast. Thankfully we had
Mr Reid's weather rock. Many
hours were spent convincing
Mr Dixon to let us go
swimming, he finally gave in.
 
People rushed to get into togs,
and bravely crawl into the
snow-fed lake. Our togs tho
never dried… the rain always
soaked them right when they
were just about dry. 
 

Dinner prep was dreaded as
well as dishes. It was a long,
tiring and entertaining week.
Many jokes were made, many
people were tired, and it was
time for a long 2-hour bus ride
home.
 
Many thanks to all the parents
and staff that helped out on
this camp. We really
appreciate your help.

In November 2018, the Year 8’s
went to Mavora for a fun-filled
camp. It all started off with Mr
Dixon preparing us for a fun
week ahead of us. After tents
were set up, checked, and
taken down again and bags
were jam-packed, the race was
on to get good seats on the bus.
 
The adventure was just about
to begin. We were, at
countless times, pushed to our
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The week was full of new
opportunities, like kayaking, sailing,
knee boarding, water skiing, and other
water based activities. During the
week, we rotated doing all these
activities and others. A lot of the time
we did not want to get out of our tents.
 
After breakfast, we had to jump into
the lake in the early morning and
swim. This would wake us up and
make us prepared and excited for the
day ahead. In recreational time, we
even got to try paddle-boarding. We
had two opportunities to learn about
sailing. 
 
The trailer sailer (which was kindly
lent to us by Robin and Pamela Cowie)
was an experience for students to
learn about steering, naming ropes,
and the optimists, which are small
boats used by young people learning
to sail. The opis’ were a great
independent way for students to learn
to sail. They were also useful for
practising knots like bowlines, reef
knots and figure eights, which we
were required to learn by the end of
the week.  We also did some kayaking
and had an opportunity to use the
Canadian Canoes. 
 
At camp we got taught  how to get in
and out of our kayak if you find
yourself in a situation when you
tipped out. Under the water, you tuck
and roll with your hands supporting
the outer back of the kayak. When we
did this, Mr Dixon tipped us over one
by one. It was hard to figure out how to
get out but all we needed to do was
tuck and roll, but going backwards.

Throughout the week, the groups all
got a chance to do motor boat
activities. These included; biscuiting,
waterskiing, kneeboarding and we
even had one wakeboarder. On
Thursday afternoon the whole year
group went over to Brod Bay. While
biscuiting was the most popular, there
were quite a few people who skied and
went kneeboarding. We were also
really fortunate that the bad weather
had not arrived yet. 
 
This camp was really fun, because we
had new opportunities and we got to
make new friends. Thank you to all of
the parents who came on camp and
brought their boats, gear and
expertise to make this camp so fun.
Thank you also to the teachers who
came and organised this for us.
 

Week 4 of Term 1, the excited Year 9 students arrived at

Te Anau where a week of camping awaited us.

Year 9 Camp:

Te Anau
By Jordan Kington, Halle Cañada & Mitch Salviejo
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By Mr D. Kington

Year 10 Camp 2018:
Port Craig

the tide going out, the group spent some
time with the drift net seeing if they could
catch some flounder. It was a great day
with some fishing success catching a
couple of good-sized fish. It was great to be
able to take these back to the hut and cook
them up on the fire to add to the dinner
menu.The second day was where the
challenge began, with the longest walk so
far into Port Craig. It was great to get
there and many of the students took the
opportunity to have a swim. This was
quickly wrapped up due to the sandflies
who have taken up residence in the area. 
 
The third day arrived with some fine
weather and the group set off for a trip to
the Historical Viaduct. It was awesome to
be able to get up close this year after it
had been closed for some time for
renovations. After a bite to eat, the group
headed down to the river bed for a walk
out to the coast and an exploration of the
historical area. The challenge then started
as the group then navigated it’s way back
through the bush to the track. Led by Mr
Reid and Mr Clark, the group made it’s
way safely back to the track and the
return journey to Port Craig. 
 
The evening saw the Year 10 students out
playing the annual Port Craig cricket
game. The bat had been carefully chosen
on the return walk that afternoon and so
the challenge was on to see who would
end up with the privilege of carrying the
bat to be placed with honour on the wall 

of Mr Chan’s classroom. There was much
consternation and reference to the official
rules as it came down to the final over,
where Mr Reid won the overall
competition -  a first time for a teacher to
win the event. 
 
The return journey was again another
fine day and the students had to push
themselves as their bodies were sore and
many blisters had emerged over the last
three days. With the tide being out the
group were led on a challenging path
down to the beach for some off-track
navigation, or as some call it a short cut. 
 
The last night at Blue cliffs saw the group
have a great bonfire on the creek bed to
roast their marshmallows. The supply had
been topped up by the return of Claurize,
who had joined the group for the return
journey over the last few days. The last
day saw wet conditions but, due to the
short walk, was not a challenge for these
now well-practised trampers. 
 
The return to Tuatapere football grounds
was once again celebrated with the fish
and chip lunch to restore everyone before
the drive back to school. A big thank you
to Mr Reid, Mr Clark, and the parents who
helped along the way with encouraging
words and patching up of blisters from
boots and packs. 

As part of the Year 10 programme, in
Term 4 the Year 10 students of 2018 once
again set out for their tramp to Port Craig.
Monday started with cloudy conditions
for the walk into Blue cliffs after a stop at
Tuatapere to have a look at the Hump
Ridge track museum. This is a great
opportunity to look at the history, why
the area was developed and why we now
have the hut and track that is now there.
 
The first day was an easy walk into Blue
Cliffs hut which allowed students to work
out if they had everything packed well
and sorted for the week ahead. The
afternoon at Blue Cliffs was taken up
with a swim in the surf and later, with 
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With ponderous packs fastened on
our backs and sturdy shoes on our
feet, a long uphill climb stretched
before us. 6 km up the track we
stopped for lunch at Brod Bay where
we struggled to fend off the sandflies.
Refreshed and ready, we set off on the
13km climb to Luxmore Hut.
 
Thankfully, this first days sun made
for enjoyable walking. Under the
shade of trees overhead, we were
protected from the rays that
sometimes shone through a gap in the
shrub, revealing great views as we
tramped higher. The relief of seeing
the hut as we rounded a corner was
like no other and we were satisfied by
the days efforts and finally being able
to rest our aching shoulders. 
 
However, that night proved sleepless
for some when howling wind and rain
thrashed against the windows. Day two
forced us to disappointingly trudge
uphill into the rain on only a small
section of the track leading to Iris
Burn. After reaching a point where we
had decided not to go further, we had
turned around concluding that
crossing over the ridge would be too
dangerous in strong winds. We
commenced plan B and groggily
plodded back down past Luxmore hut
and to the start of the track, this time
the trees keeping us dry instead of
cool.
 
The short drive to Rainbow Reach was
relaxing before setting off again to
walk into Moturau Hut on the shores
of Lake Manapouri, at the opposite
end of the track that we had started at.
Learning that walking in the dark
seemed to make time crawl, we finally 

reached the hut and set up for the
night. This was my best sleep of the
week as the longest day of tramping
took a toll on my muscles. The next
morning after stomaching breakfast
we completed a small tramp on the
way to Iris Burn and found a small
clearing on a riverbank for lunch.
 
After exploring and fueling up, a race
back to Moturau resulted in a swim in
the lake. You could say the dip was for
the brave or foolish, but the icy water
was refreshing nonetheless. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A late night of playing cards and
bonding over our beloved back
country meals, meant for a relaxed
walk out to Rainbow Reach, filled with
laughter and excessive yawning. 
 
We felt accomplished on Friday, when
eating our fish and chips in Te Anau
before heading home to have a
shower. Thank you to Mrs Coghlan,
Mr Cooper and of course the parent
help who not only made this camp
possible but provided amusing banter
throughout the week. I know that this
is an experience that we will all take
away with us and one that we can not
replace.
 

"that night proved
sleepless for some
when howling wind
and rain thrashed
against the windows!!!"

After days of elite planning and precise packing,  the

Year 11 students finally set foot on the Kepler track.

Year 11 Camp:

Kepler Track
By Megan Lowe
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By The Year 13 Peer Support Leaders

Year 12 Camp 2018:
Queenstown

The aim of the programme
was to prepare us for our roles
as upcoming Peer Support
Leaders for the new entrant
students for 2019. Running
alongside this was the aim to
prepare us for the leadership
roles, that we would have to
undertake as leaders and role
models of the school.
 

The three days involved
sessions of theory, practical
application, role-playing
scenarios, team building and
mental and physical games,
which we would need to put
into practice in the up-coming
year with our Peer Support
groups. Having said this, we
had a lot of laughs over the
three days – especially
‘Grandad’s Old Bomb’ and the
infamous ‘Train Game’…choo
choo, What's your name???
...oh and what about the ‘the
Ferryman’!
 

The Peer Support Programme
ran in Term 1, with one period
sessions per week on such
topics as communication, co-
operation, bullying and peer
pressure. These sessions were
comprised of theory, as well as
fun and serious activities
relating to the topics. Leaders
were given groups of between
9-10 Year 7’s. The mixing of
juniors was deliberately done
between genders and schools,
so that students would have
the opportunity to meet others
and make new friends.
 

Well done to all the senior
leaders for their planning and
enthusiasm!  I’m sure we will
all benefit from these new
skills.We know that the
juniors will take away with
them the many new skills that
they will continue to use
during their time at the
College and in the wider
community. Thank you to Mr
Chan and Mr Dixon for
running an awesome camp!

The 2018 school year was
nearly at its end and we, the
Year 12’s, had survived the
exams to breathe a sigh of
relief…BUT NO! Mr Chan had
other ideas for us; we were
‘press-ganged’ into an
intensive three-day Peer
Support training camp in
Queenstown with a bit of
mountain biking in-between. 
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This camp isn’t the same as a
lot of the camps at NSC are, I
think a lot of us took a
truckload of information away
that is going to help us make
some big decisions for our
futures. 
 

May 5th was a brisk morning
(and far too early for a Sunday
may I add), but we all hopped
on the bus to Dunedin and got
settled in to our motel for the
next couple of days. That night
we went bowling and Kyla
smashed up, I think we all felt
like little kids again that night
playing on the arcade games,
much to Ms Blakemore’s
discontent. We went home
and planned out our open day,
the main event for our camp. 
 

May 6th was the Dunedin
tertiary open day where
students from around New
Zealand travel to Dunedin to
get some more information
about what the University and
Polytech can offer them for
their studies. Our planning
meant that we knew exactly
where to go and when which

 helped us make the most out
of our time there. We had a lot
of freedom which allowed all
of us to see the things we
really wanted and needed to
see. 
 
May 7th was also a really
exciting day, we got to tour
around some to the Uni Halls
which I know helped some of
the Year 13s make their hall 
 
 
 
 
 
 
decisions for next year. We
went to St Margs, Knox and
Salmond College. Then we got
to go shopping. The bit we had
all been waiting for! Dunedin
camp was such an awesome
way to end our camp
experiences at NSC and it
helped all of us so much to
decide what our future might
look like in 2020! Thank you
so much to Ms Eason and Ms
Blakemore for being fantastic
teachers and for looking after
us all so well for those 3 days!
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

"I think we all felt like
little kids again that
night"

The first week back into Term 2 and the Year 13s were

already getting ready for their final camp at NSC.

Year 13 Camp:

Dunedin
By Olivia Duthie
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Colour Run 2019!
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Boys

NSC Athletics

Girls

Age Group Champions 2019

Under 12 Boys - Benjamin

Rodgers-Foran

Under 13 Boys - Cody Lowe

 

Under 14 Boys - Lachlan Elder

 

Under 15 Boys - Cam Slattery

 

Under 16 Boys - Scott Cullen

 

Over 16 Boys - Zachary Lietze

Under 12 Girls - Elri Geldenhuys

 

Under 13 Girls - Gemma Bulleid

 

Under 14 Girls - Leoné Geldenhuys

 

Under 15 Girls - Bernice Cullen

 

Under 16 Girls - Danyca Salva

 

Over 16 Girls - Star-ra Ralston

Back Row: Cody Lowe, Scott Cullen, Zachary Lietze, Bernice Cullen
2nd Row: Mrs J Beer, Danyca Joy Salva, Lachlan Elder, Elri Geldenhuys, Benjamin Rodgers-Foran

Front Row: Gemma Bulleid, Cam Slattery, Star-ra Ralston, Leoné Geldenhuys
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Boys

NSC Swimming Sports

Girls

Age Group Champions 2019

Under 12 Boys - Benjamin Rodgers-Foran

 

Under 13 Boys - Max Stride

 

Under 14 Boys - Caleb Hellewell

 

Under 15 Boys - Ryan Senior

 

Under 16 Boys - Scott Cullen

 

Over 16 Boys - Jack Miller

Under 12 Girls - Maisie Mitchell

 

Under 13 Girls - Gemma Bulleid

 

Under 14 Girls - Charlotte Rodgers-Foran

 

Under 15 Girls - Bernice Cullen

 

Under 16 Girls - Megan Lowe

 

Over 16 Girls - Matilda Highfield

Back Row: Max Stride, Caleb Hellewell, Scott Cullen, Matilda Highfield, Bernice Cullen, Mrs J Beer
Front Row: Charlotte Rodgers-Foran, Gemma Bulleid, Megan Lowe, Ryan Senior, Maisie Mitchell, Benjamin

Rodgers-Foran
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Boys

NSC Cross Country

Girls

Age Group Champions 2019

Under 12 Boys - Cooper Leach

 

Under 13 Boys - Jack Merchant

 

Under 14 Boys - Lachlan Elder

 

Under 15 Boys - Cam Slattery

 

Under 16 Boys - Scott Cullen

 

Over 16 Boys - Jack Miller

Under 12 Girls - Harriet Baker

 

Under 13 Girls - Gemma Bulleid

 

Under 14 Girls - Catherine Villamayor

 

Under 15 Girls - Bernice Cullen

 

Under 16 Girls - Megan Lowe

 

Over 16 Girls - Ruby Thompson

Back Row: Scott Cullen, Mrs J Beer, Bernice Cullen
2nd Row: Harriet Baker, Lachlan Elder, Catherine Villamayor, Cooper Leach

Front Row: Jack Merchant, Cam Slattery, Ruby Thompson, Megan Lowe, Gemma Bulleid
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Art Department
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English Department

Old rotting past stand in rows like battered
soldiers. They once held up a jetty for ships to
park near and people to play on, now stand
rotting and mould ridden. Above, the clouds crack
open revealing many alluring colours. Shocking
electric blue, deep violet and an array of
different shades of apricot merge together like
spilt water colours. Ashen clouds stretch like
fingers towards the silhouetted mountains in
the distance. Beneath the mesmerising beauty of
the sky, the still waters reflect the sublime
colour and turn like a water colour painting on
what once was just a blank canvas. Although old
and disfigured, the posts appeared to have a
place there like they were respecting what once
was there, a strong jetty that brought joy.

Now and then, but not often, in the summertime, my
class creeps along the frosty morning grass to line up
outside for school swimming. The dreaded pool: every
child’s worst nightmare. We sit on the edge of the pool
watching the water, as the occasional dead spider, eight
eyed and creepy, floats, legs swaying. The teachers tell
us the pool is heated, but we know it is a lie. As we
pull ourselves in, the icy water hits our backs and
sends an agonising pain sensation up your spine that
feels like a thousand shards of glass piercing your skin.
A few kids bring along their wetsuits hoping it will cure
the cold but it never works. The bottom is covered in
an unknown substance that we pray is sand, carried in
by the little kids, but you could never be sure with The
Balfour Pool. It was unpredictable. It wouldn’t take
long to hit the bottom; the deep end is just above your
waist. Kids were scared to go under just in case they
swallowed a beetle or two. Even the pool area is vile!
The bench we are meant to sit on wasn’t long enough
and we would either have to sit on the rough, bitter
concrete or even worse, sit next to the boys! It is hot
and stuffy. Breathing in the air felt more like
suffocating than breathing! It is a wonder we survived.
That pool is human cruelty.

Charlotte Roy - Year 7

Gemma Bulleid - Year 8

Ashy winds stir dust off the parched, rusty ground, as
busy prisoners scurry away to work. Trying to survive
this… PLACE! The prisoners soak up the last possible
sun before being shipped off to do jobs, hoping their
day hasn’t come. Time freezes, only the sun dares to
move. Hours pass. The time has come. Prisoners spill
out into the open, eyeing up the grounds, praying they
won’t become random and innocent target practice.
They scuttle like bugs into their plain brick blocks and
into their bunks, trying to clock in as much sleep as
possible, to have the energy for The repetitive days to
come. The unknown, dwindling in their minds and piercing
their sleep. The unknown of when this will end.Now a
chilling breeze sends chills down your spine of what
this place used to be; what heart wrenching events
took place in this very dusty train. The now deserted
plain brick blocks lay, some in heaps, others stand
ashamed for what they used to cater for. No longer
are there busy prisoners trying not to end up like the
ashes that dissolve into the eerie wind. No longer is
this place a disgrace to humankind. This place is dead.
Auschwitz is dead.

Makenzie Appleyard-Drake - Year 9

Silence. Swish, swish was the only sound for miles. Clouds of dark
brown mud and rocky sand rising in waves from the sopping wet
billabong floor. The great king of the beasts was biding his time.
Watching. Waiting. Listening. Any moment now. The great yearly feast
had already been cut annoyingly short by terrible weather and
drought. Any moment now. Any moment.Every year a gigantic herd of
wild beasts make a long and agonizing journey to their favourite
breeding grounds, stopping at many murky billabongs along the way.
Crocodile’s billabong was one of these resting places. Any moment
now. Any moment. Crocodile shifted his position ever so slightly so
that he could see out of his dark hiding place. He was not alone, many
other kings of his race lived in that black-green lake but he was the
overlord of them all. The Emperor.What was that sound? Far off in
the distance like the beating of many hearts? They were here! The
feast had arrived. And now other dark green crocodiles decided to try
their ruler’s strength. Snap! Evil, snow white teeth clamped onto the
opposing croc’s armoured, bumpy neck. The other beast’s ugly snout
trying to bite him. Crack! Strong, hard tails whipping tough, knobbly
hide; blood turning the water a deep ruby red. Splash! Scrape! The
sound of sharp swordlike claws raking a challenger’s terrible face. And
it was over. The great king had won, his power was still the
strongest. He would enjoy the feast this year.As crocodile dives
gracefully under the mucky brown water, ripples flow away from his
dark green camouflaged form. The feast had begun for him at least,
his glimmering yellow eyes sparkled at the thought. And up he rises,
those around him saw a terrifying king burst into the air and heard
him roar. “I am the king!”

Jali Day - Year 7
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Ropes screeching, hands burning. Knots
getting tied by the minute. Manuka poles
bending from the strain, our blue flags
flapping in the wind. Fingers throbbing while
standing in the scorching sun. Standing,
listening to only Mr Chan’s voice, feeling
proud of myself and my team mates.
Standing in ‘stand down’ position, we wait
for Ms Mee and Mr Chan to score our flags.
Feeling nervous, Mr Chan walks past as slow
as a snail, with a huge grin on his face. He
announced the winner, in shock that we had
won. I went up and collected our
points. Flopping down on the brown, dead
grass, dying from exhaustion, the Oamaru
Stone Boys’ Year 8 Top Team Trophy sits on
the wobbly table in front of us. Both teams
glance at each other while we listen to Mr
Chan talk about what we have achieved - all
the good and bad things we have
done. Sitting there, Mr Chan makes
everyone nervous. 

Then Mr Chan announced that there were
130 points difference between the two
teams. He stared at us all a couple of times
more, then he finally yelled, “ The Blue Team
won”! We had won - The Sharkz had
won! Mr Chan called me up and I heaved
the heavy trophy as high as I could, then my
team and I had photos touching the trophy,
but we had to have a serious one
too. Shaking the other team’s hands, I saw
the disappointment on their faces. That is
why I didn’t brag, because it could have
gone either way, and that could have been
us on the losing end. Thanking Mr Chan for
the experience, the Year 8 Boys Top Team
was sadly over.

Josh Lowe - Year 8

Auckland. Then the hustling noises of
hundreds of glimmering sports cars didn’t
bother me. I knew the layout like a rugby
player knows how to pass. I would stride
down the street and identify a couple of
people in a sea of strangers. I would inhale
the air and pollution go unnoticed like some
dirt under a shoddy vacuum. Several
building frames had been erected in the
current popularity spike Auckland had
acquired, in the way stands several
evergreen trees that had become my
company on prosperous days. At night, the
continuous arguments between cars and
their tired, angry drivers would persevere
through and into the early morning until the
loop would commence again. My friends
and I were all neighbouring each other so it
made hanging out more accessible.
Whether we were outside taking a wander
through the local park or inside on a video
game console, we were together. 

Auckland. Now the incessant buzz of cars
troubles me with an excessive amount.
Now I can’t walk down the street without
getting bewildered, like a maze with rotating
walls, always changing, never the same.
Now there is only a tsunami of tourists,
flooding the streets. As the smokey air
enters my lungs, my displeasure, immense.
Now, government housing and mass
housing surrounds me. No longer having
the evergreen trees as company. Now, at
night the now irritable cars yelling and
shouting would drill into my head, echoing
throughout my room causing sleepless
nights. Now all my friends have moved
away. Going off to Auckland Grammar or
just gone. And, like the aftermath of
Gallipoli, leaving only a few of us behind.
Now I can only sit inside talking to people
through social media. Now, Auckland has
been alienated, it is no longer my home but
just the place I grew up.

Adam Bayer - Year 9
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It was just your joe average trip to Stewart Island from Bluff harbour for some Kaimanawa. The sea was
as flat as glass, one that you see in only two out three hundred and sixty five days down. "A real cracker of
a day" as my cousin put it. There were four of us on the boat, all keen young fellas looking for a big hearty
feed of seafood. It was an early start as there was a foggy horizon with the sun trying to seep through.
We are travelling to the big mother island in the distance. The first thing on the agenda is a shift on a big
oyster barge. We arrive at the Stewart Island harbour and anchor up our boat 'SKIDADDLE' and boarded
the massive oyster barge 'AW SHUCKS'. It was a glorious blue sky no clouds day. The sea is calm and quiet
with a slight sea breeze. The continuous shriek as a lone seagull flies past and the splash of white waves
against the rocks. It was about a fifteen minute trip across to a neighbouring island where there is a
secret oyster heaven. As we put up to first line, everyone is excited to see how this crop has yielded all of
the hard work that the guy put in throughout the year all comes down to this moment. The first section
comes up and the ropes are loaded with New Zealand delicacy. "That is one of the best hauls I've seen this
year - it's going to be a real awesome day!!!" the skipper yells out. 
 
10:30am hits and we start to head back to Stewart Island to drop off the first load of oysters so that
they can make the morning freight boat to Bluff and us back to our boat, which looks like a dinghy parked
beside these massive oyster barges. The skipper then gives a sack of prime delicacy for this morning's shift.
"Cheers mate, any time". Next on the agenda was a trip to the crayfish pots and blue cod secret spot by
Women's Island. We have about ten pots shared between all of us and another couple of locals who look
after them. So we get the boat set up to pull the first couple out with our homemade winch. A bit of great
kiwi ingenuity I'd say. As the first one comes up it doesn't look promising. There are only two plate size
ones. Bugger. Five seconds later, the next one pops up and it is bursting at the seams with big meaty
crayfish, with one whoppa at half a metre in length. "I knew that there was a great reason for getting this
spot" is what my cousin said with a great big smile on his face. Another big haul to add to the menu
tonight. 
 
Now for some blue cod. We all pull the big sea rods in, which have been looking at us just waiting to get
out. With all of the cod bombs loaded, we drop them in, waiting to see who is the lucky person to hook one
first. As we stop for a scrumptious packed lunch of chip and egg sammies, we take a minute out of our
busy fun-filled day to look at the glorious horizon and take in what mother nature truly has to offer with
our senses. Taste - salt mist coming off the miles of rolling waves. Smell - The salt and the bucket loads of
fresh fish caught. Touch/feel - The salt water stinging your eyes, the sand in your boots, the slippery slim
for that last massive fish hauled over the side of the boat. Sight - Waves crashing agains the massive
rocks and when this happens it looks like a still sea snake or even a small sea lion or a seal. Cool unique
shapes in the rocks that have been worn down by the salt water. Dark aqueous colour is throughout. Hear
- Seagulls, all types of birds (Mollymawks, who are especially annoying) and the waves crashing. 
 
4:30pm - an afternoon paua gathering, as it is now low tide. Perfect for getting paua at Sarah Cove. We
collected our limit then headed back for some cold ones. Now for the part we have all been waiting for, the
three course meal back at a mate's batch in Oban. After a big day out at sea, the lads and I had a three
course meal of seafood on the table. What a treat! Everything from oyster to crayfish and everything in
between. We were eating like kings. Later on that night, once it got dark, we lit a bonfire down on the beach.
Still with the taste from tea. Mussels, oysters, crayfish and blue cod caught fresh from the sea only hours
earlier. The symbolism of a great day at sea.

Joshua Bennett - Year 12
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Dark. The darkness crawled from the corners of the
small stone room. I've been here for too long. I've
memorized the cracks and bumps of the cell walls. The
only light came from in between the metal bars. Far
away shouts, emanated from the steel doors down the
hall. My head lulled into the cold damp wall, I'll be free
soon. Shouts got louder, and closer. I stood, and slowly
walked to my cell door, fingers wrapped around the
cold rusted bars as I peered through. Guards stood,
keeping an escaped inmate in line. Hope sparked in
me. I pulled the brass keys from beneath the thin
mattress on the floor. My hands shook, making the
keys chime. I silently cursed at myself. Sifting through
the keys wasted time, I'm wasting time. The keys were
cold in my hand, and they clicked into the lock. I let go
of a breath I didn't know I was holding. Squealing, the
door opened. I immediately jumped back into the
darkness of the room. The cold corners grazed my skin
in my attempt to melt away from the light of the
corridor. I listened closely, searching for any sign of life
in the usually deserted corridor. Faint footsteps fell
lightly on the concrete floor. The door was squealing
closed from the breeze flowing through the room. Five.
I counted, five seconds to get ready for what will
happen. Four. The footsteps got slower as the guards
approached my door. Three. I saw shadows of the
guards, batons at the ready.

Two. Whatever the outcome, this will not be pretty.
One. I braced myself. Now. Just as the guards
peered around, through the bars of the cell door, I
pounced. Pushing off the cell wall with all the force I
had, and collided with the door. Sending pain
through my left side and the guards toppling over
into a heap. Before they could come to their senses.
I was gone. My cell block was the furthest from the
entrance. Makes escaping difficult. Very difficult it
was. As I ran through the halls, voices shouted
words and threats, but soon, the blaring alarm
overtook them. My feet pounded across the floor,
running as fast as I could. I would not let myself get
caught this time. Red flashed and reflected off the
jail walls. Unfamiliar inmates stuck their heads out
through their doors to see what the problem was.
When they realised an inmate has escaped, they
didn't know how to act. It never happened here. I
know the guards are behind. me. Swarms trying to
keep the inmates in check, but many were still after
me. I know my legs won't be able to run for much
longer. I got to this point last time, not any further,
but my legs still ached with every step. I know I will
escape this time. I know the corridors. I know the
rooms. I know this whole prison like the back of my
hand. I know it.

Riley Ludi - Year 10
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BOYS' BASKETBALL

It has been a massive season for the boys’ basketball team.  On one occasion, we had training on Monday, extra training on
Tuesday and then a game on Wednesday.  The teams fitness has improved a huge amount as a result and we have become
increasingly competitive as the season progressed. Our coach has been particularly impressed with the team's attitude this
year, we have had some difficult games against older and more experienced opposition, but we have always played with
pride, passion and a smile on our faces. Our attacking flair has really gained momentum, with the ball being moved around
much more quickly.  Defensive rebounding has become much stronger as well, with some good aggression now appearing
under our own hoop. All around positioning on the court has become more efficient and this has allowed the team to pass
smartly. Our team communicates well during timeouts, discussing strategies with our coach which enabled us to create a
better play than we did before. There are times that we were overpowered by the opposite team, but we are always quick at
replying “good game” to the opponents.

GIRLS' BASKETBALL

This year was the first time that NSC has had a girls’ basketball team for a very long time. We competed in Gore every
Thursday in the A grade with Gore High and St Peters. At the start of the season we only had one player that had actually
played basketball competitively before and the rest of us were newbies so we had a lot to learn. Our first game against Gore
High didn’t go so well and we got smashed but we all learned lots of things that we needed to improve. As the season
progressed we got better and better and eventually had to move into the combined A and B grade because St Peter’s  pulled
out. We went really well in that grade only losing a few games. It got to finals time and we were playing Gore High for first
and second. We played a really good first and last quarters and we ended up losing by 4 points which was a little bit
disappointing but we were also very happy with our performance because it was the closest that we had got to beating Gore
High. Overall our season was an awesome season and everyone improved massively. A big thank you to Miss Dukes and
Mrs Cullen for coaching us and driving us every week.

By Bernice Cullen

By Mr Cooper & Bryant Cavinta
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NZSS DUATHLON

On the 18th of August, four teams of two: Maisie and Ruby, Mitchell and Benjamin, Charlotte and Harriet and Gemma and
Millie, competed in the New Zealand National Duathlon Championships. It was held at Teretonga Park Raceway. There
were teams and individuals from throughout New Zealand ranging from Year Seven to Thirteen. It was a great experience
for all of us and although most of us weren’t aiming to get a very high placing, we finished with: Maisie and Ruby in first,
Mitchell and Benjamin in third, Charlotte and Harriet in third and Gemma and Millie in third out of our age groups. Those
results surprised everyone and we all went home feeling proud. The course started with a two kilometre run around the
race track followed by a seven kilometre bike and then topped off with a one kilometre run. Although some of us were
slowed down with our mountain bikes, we really enjoyed our day. It was a great experience for all of us and we would
definitely want to participate if it was held in the South Island again. Who would have thought that all of us would finish the
day as New Zealand Secondary Schools’ Duathlon placegetters?!

EQUESTRIAN

In 2018, the NSC equestrian team competed at the Interschool Showjumping Competition held by Gore Pony Club. The
team was made up of 4 members: Brooklyn Newman, Luke Stalker, Madeline Moyles, and Danielle Roberts.Danielle also
competed as a part of the Longford-Fiordland-Northern Southland College composite team. The team, unfortunately,
wasn’t live by the end of the day but we all had heaps of fun learning new things and getting to know each other. We are
hoping to go back again this year with a full team on the 8th of December and also compete at the Eastern Southland Pony
Club ODE in November.

By Danielle Roberts

By Maisie Mitchell & Ruby Sellens
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GIRLS' FOOTBALL

This year, the Girls’ Football Team competed for the first time in Division One of the Southland College Girls’
Football League. This was always going to be tough but with a few seasons of claiming the gold medal or
coming runners-up in Division Two meant the girls were ready for the next step up.  
 
After a messy start and a messy season in general (weather, vehicle breakdowns and defaults), the girls
fought their way to a final placing of 3rd equal out of 6 teams. This was a huge accomplishment especially
against footballing giants such as Southland Girls’, James Hargest, Wakatipu and Menzies.
 
In September, the girls travelled to Wellington to compete in the coveted Grant Jarvis National Girls’
Football Tournament. Here they were drawn out into the same pool as two of the power houses of
Wellington Girls’ Football, Sacred Heart College and Iona College! These two teams had recently battled it
out in the final of Division One in the Wellington Girls’ College League.
 
Throughout the tournament, the girls always stuck to their game plan and never lost composure. The
highlight of the tournament week, apart from shopping on Lambton Quay, was their win against Aotea
College 7-2… AND the winning of the Tournament Fair Play Award out of 24 teams! The tournament
organisers said it was nearly unheard of that a team scored a perfect 40/40 from their eight games so it is a
testament to our girls in terms of how they performed and composed themselves on and off the field over the
five days of competition. Pearl Stevens (goalkeeper) was awarded the NSC Player of the tournament for her
amazing effort and total commitment in the goal. 
 
Apart from the football, the girls had an awesome time in the capital experiencing many firsts such as flying
or going on a train! Thank you to Brigid Ponga and Jeanna Rodgers for being the support crew over the six
days – your help was monumental in providing myself and Mrs Coghlan some breathing space in-between
games and events.
 
I would also like to, at this point, thank Mrs Coghlan, the manager for organising all the fundraising (and
believe you me, there was a heck of a lot!) and all the planning required for an entire season on top of a six
day tournament with 15 girls! Whew!Congratulations to the squad of 2019 for being part of the Girls’ Football
experience - you will never forget it! Mrs Coghlan and I wish you all the best for next year and beyond! 
 

“Laureolo Perlusto Persuasio”
“Victory through Belief”

By Mr Chan
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GRASS KART

Grass Kart 2019 was a blast, Two teams, a lot of hours and a lot of hard work. Every Wednesday afternoon we would spend 2
hours in the workshop and and an hour during clubs. Starting with the planning, then the frame, the seat mounts, the
axles, the engine mounts, the side bars, back bars and bumpers, the brakes and the pedals, the floor pan, the engine, the
paper work and finally the body work and painting. 

 
The two themes this year were a classic 1970s Sheriffs car, and Chick Hicks from Cars. These were chosen for their easy
square and flat body work. In total we put in close to 500 hours between all 12 people, and results on race day really
reflected our hard work and efforts. Race day was Saturday the 19th of October, the day started out with photos and team
presentation, sharing our work and progress through the year with other teams. While we were presenting, scrutineers
were examining our work and the construction of our karts. After a few minor fix ups to our karts, we began the racing
with events such a slalom and sprints, the objective: get the fastest time.

 
After a break for lunch we got into the biggest event of the day: the relay. Both teams won their first heats, and qualified for
the semis where they raced against one another for a place in the finals. Both placing in the top 2, the two teams raced in
the finals. The Finals were tense and unfortunately the Sheriff Team was knocked out early after a minor accident that did
some damage to the kart forcing an early retirement for the track while Chick Hicks Team finished a strong second. The
day was great, the weather was warm and sunny, and a lot of the racers finished the day with a slight sunburn.  

 
It was a great year getting to work with and getting to know some very unique/mischievous individuals. We had a lot of
good laughs and certainly some very fond memories. There's nothing like the memory of sitting around the table having a
good yarn while snacking on some hot chips from Chen's before getting stuck into some work on the kart. The biggest,
most key player in Grass Kart this year was of course, Mr Dixon. The sacrifices he made: giving up his time and his music
taste to open up the workshop for us to participate in such an amazing competition. His guidance and advice is the root of
all our triumphs and we hope he knows how much he is appreciated for all he does for us. So thank you very much Dicko
for your time and for this opportunity. I wish the teams all the best for their competition next year.  I’ll be back to support
you bringing along with my food, sunblock and my motherly attitude. All the best my lads and ladesses. You will achieve
great things. If you’re thinking of joining Grass Kart, my advice: Do it. There are so many good skills you learn from it and
so many good times that you get to have.
 
RESULTS:
3rd place appearance- Sheriff team                                                                                                       1st place performance- Chick Hicks team
3rd place construction- Sheriff team                                                                                               1st place record keeping- Chick Hicks team
3rd place performance- Sheriff team                                                                                                                                              2ND PLACE OVERALL
2nd place record keeping- Sheriff team 
3RD PLACE OVERALL
 
Team members:
Josh Bennett (captain)                                                                                                                                                                       Ollie Trusler (captain)
Patrick Colligan,Izac Elder, Jack Brenssell,                                                                                   Xavier Trusler, Kyla Herrick, Cam Slattery
Esther Currie, James Bayer, Anvi Singh                          Hannah Sangster, Jacob Sinclair (1 term), William Drummond( 2 terms)

By Kyla Herrick
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HOCKEY A TEAM

NSC has had an awesome season on the hockey turf this year.  Hockey is not a sport for the faint hearted. The combination
of a hard stick and ball makes for many bruises and injuries. I want to make a special mention of the players from the B
team who helped us most weeks to field a full team: Lachy, Makenzie, Gavin, and the players from Aparima. I couldn't be
more proud of the A team this season, coming 4th close behind Fiordland who we narrowly lost to in the playoff. We have
come so far, with many members in our team new to the game it was so great to see those players enjoying the game and
honing their skills at practice to really contribute to the team at their full potential. On behalf of the team, I would like to
thank Mrs Beer, Mrs Ussher, Mrs Ponga and Jason. They have all helped coach, manage, and clean uniforms for our team,
and without them we wouldn't have even made it to Invercargill each Tuesday night. A huge thankyou to parents who have
helped with transport also. I have really enjoyed my past 5 years in this team getting to know the players and am sad to say
goodbye. I will sure miss the great van trips and sing alongs, you guys sure provided great banter. Myself, Jack, and Kyla
trust the team will carry on to achieve even better things without us next year and we wish you guys all the best.

HOCKEY B TEAM

The 2019 school hockey season started with enough players to enter a B team this year to the mixed competition on a
Tuesday night. The B team had only 4 players that have played hockey previously. But the team was full of enthusiasm and
were prepared to learn how to play hockey. Jake Ussher put his hand up to play as goalie, a position he had never played
before. He was amazingly calm and nothing phased him. We started the season with a win which boosted our confidence.
Extra players were brought in from Aparima to make a full team. It was great to have their support, skills and to make new
friendships. Throughout the season our skills developed. We showed great sportsmanship on and off the field. We only
lost 1 game and made the finals. Sadly we lost 2-1 to James Hargest placing us 2nd in the B competition. What a fantastic
effort. Thanks to Mrs Beer for coaching us. Megan Ussher for managing us and rewarding us with our halftime lollie boost
and Mr Reeve for driving and putting up with our amazing singing abilities. Also to Megan Lowe for reffing some of our
games. Next year looks bright with the team moving forward, picking up and developing more skills, building confidence,
giving new positions a go, and having fun.

By Makenzie Appleyard-Drake

By Tayla Elder
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NETBALL

This season was an up and down one for the NSC A team. We had lots of good games and a lot of not so good games. There
were 3 new players that entered our team from 2018 and they fitted in perfectly. Throughout the season we were lucky to
have no injuries but by the end we had lost 2 players due to holidays and injuries. We didn’t have a very good end to the
season ending up 5th in our grade. It wasn’t where we hoped to be placed but we did our best and played out hearts out.
There is a lot to be improved for next year which will hopefully be a great season. A big thanks to Nicole, our amazing
coach, and Debbie, our awesome manager. Congrats to Leoné for Most Improved, Bernice for Most Valuable and Kyla for
Player of the Year.

PADDLES UP

This year’s Paddles Up team conquered the cold and eventually grew fond of the neoprene that kept us even the slightest bit warm. The chill
was only the beginning as there were many hours of training to be done. T-Rescues, fairy gliding and racing through gates strengthened our
bond as a team and once again reminded us that kayaking is difficult work. Finally, after weeks of practice in the Oreti river, we were off to
Mavora. This first afternoon, we set up camp and prepared for a busy weekend ahead. Our nerves kicked in on Saturday morning when
preparing for the downriver race but the sun was out and we were prepared to paddle. A practice first helped to calm our nerves and then
determination took over as we raced non-stop down the river to get the fastest time. After refueling during lunch time, we practised the
slalom course in our teams. This course involves paddling through ‘gates’ and gaining points while also getting the fastest time. This was
where Dicko and Damo battled with the current to save us when we tipped our boats; this was greatly appreciated by many. Toasting
marshmallows around the fire that night warmed us inside and out after a day of goose bumps and chattering teeth. We all slept well on
Saturday night preparing to speed through the slalom course on our third and final day. Our senior girls team took out third in this section.
In total, eight Northern Southland College students competed during this weekend and we all enjoyed the experience as well as learning
useful skills such as teamwork and self-belief. Thank you to Mr Dixon, Mr Lowe, Mr Kington and our parents for helping us to participate in
Mavora and have a fantastic weekend!

By Megan Lowe

By Bernice Cullen
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CLAY BIRD SHOOTING

This year, Northern Southland College had two teams at most of the Interschool Shooting competitions, each with a mixture of new and experienced shooters. We
were also represented at several competitions in Otago and Southland including Invercargill in which our team won the Teams’ Trophy. At Dunedin, Brooklyn
Neumann came third in lady’s single barrel. At Balfour, it was an extremely good club day. We had 17 shooters attend and 4 of which achieved very well with myself
coming first in senior single rise and third in single barrel. Kyle Hansen won the senior points score high overall.  Cam Slattery won junior points score high overall
and Josh Lowe came second in the junior single barrel. We also had Brooklyn and Kate Bennett in shoot offs. Each of the school teams participated extremely well
and had great sportsmanship. Also, at the Balfour Competition NSC team one (made up of Josh L, William, Kyle, Cam and myself) gained the trophy for getting a
higher amount of points scored over Gore High School. We also won the Aparima exchange Clay target shooting trophy. Throughout the season many of the
shooters have achieved great things. At the Wanaka and Alexandra Interschool shoot we had some pretty consistent shooting and Patrick Colligan got into his first
shoot off. I would like to thank Mrs Little for coordinating the Clay Target Shooting club and Gary Hoffman and Henry Bennett for coaching us. Also, to all the
parents for their ongoing support for the year and to everyone who donated old car batteries that helped pay for some of our new shooting jackets.
 
(Editor’s Note: The College has been very proud and pleased to see that Mrs Jean Little’s tremendous contribution and years of organising various forms of shooting
was recognised at the Southland Secondary Schools’ Awards. Thank you to Jayne Beer for making the nomination)

SMALLBORE SHOOTING

Kyle Hansen, Ollie Trusler, Patrick Colligan, Arleea Hoffman and myself shot at the Mossburn Smallbore range every
Thursday night. The school team of Kyle, Patrick, Ollie and myself came second overall in the Southland Postal Shoot. I
came first overall.I was also judged the top Under 18 shooter in the Southland Circuit, and was top Junior Shooter in the
Southland versus Otago competition. I was awarded the Albert Pomeroy Memorial Shield for this feat. The Smallbore Rifle
Shooting students would like to thank coaches and managers, Ken McBride, Damien Daly and John Neumann.

By Brooklyn Neumann

By Joshua Bennett
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RUGBY

This year we have had players playing in the A Grade (Year 7&8), U14, U15 and Girls U15 competitions.
 
A Grade: As we did in 2018 NSC joined with Riversdale to form what turned out to be a talented and successful team. They
were rarely tested early in the season and were positioned in the top eight of the competition. Consistent performances in
round robin play saw the team advance to the top four. The team lost one and won two games in the top four to finish off a
fine season. Thanks must go to the coaches and managers for all their work during the season.

U14/U15: Our boys joined with CSC this year to ease the travel from previous years. We are very thankful to CSC for
organising the practices at the same time to make the travel easier. Both the U14 and U15 teams had mixed seasons results
wise but improved as the season went on and will get better the more they play together.Later in the season Mana, Cam
and Xavier joined the Menzies U15 which attended the South Island U15 Co-ed Tournament in Christchurch. Our boys
performed very well with Cam Slattery being named team Most Valuable Player for the tournament.For 2020 some of our
boys certainly should be aiming for 1st XV honours as they have the talent.
 
Girls U15: As in 2018, Grace joined the CSC Girls rugby set up. CSC have high number of girls playing the sport and again
we are thankful for them including our players.

By Mr M Newell
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TENNIS

The morning of February 19th, transported by Mrs Stride; myself, Bernice and Huriana headed to Winton to compete in
the ILT Southland Tennis Teams Championships. With myself and Huriana not having played tennis for a few seasons we
were a bit rusty to start, but thanks to Bernice we picked up our game and pulled off a few wins. We played a mix of singles
and doubles throughout the day and finished placing 4th in the competition. It was a great day and we were pleasantly
surprised with our placing. A huge thank you to Mrs Stride for transporting us and being our number one supporter!

Whenever we hear about volleyball, it’s always something about cool sets and finishing spike combos, but it’s so much more than
that. Volleyball is team-based sports that require a lot of cooperation and good communication from each of the players in the
team and the NSC Volleyball team showed just that. In Term 1, we formed a team - the NSC Mixed Volleyball Team (but it’s actually
NSC Lifters) to play in a tournament in Invercargill. We won every single game but the last one, but that didn’t let us down. We
played every game like it was our last. The team’s captain, Scott Rushton, led the team through every game with fervour. Our new
recruits also showed a lot of improvements as we trained and played.Outside of the tournament, we trained weekly and that is
when we had a lot of fun moments as well. We did drills that significantly improved our gameplay and you better not forget to say
‘Mine!’ or you’re gonna get them push ups.We would celebrate our wins by going to either McDonald’s or Subway. I like Subway
because it’s healthy but Scott surely does like his frozen drinks from Maccas.The team gave their best to make sure every hit
counts and that we always got the ball over the net. Ms Blakemore would always remind us to not forget the four disciplines of
volleyball - dig, set, spike, and “mine!”. The team would like to thank Ms Blakemore for the awesome, wild but fun coaching. The
Year 13 boys would like to thank you for letting us play yet again this year and we’ll miss being part of the team.

By Tayla Elder

VOLLEYBALL
By Rynz Cañada
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Riverton Biology/English Trip

This year the intrepid Y12 Biologists and the creative Y12 English students ventured forth to create data and wonderful
pieces of writing from the rocky coast near Riverton. This has become a yearly activity as the students really enjoy the
opportunity to get out into the real world and collect data about the unique animals and plants that live along a rocky
coastline where the pattern of zonation is quite clear to see. Or to use personal experience to craft a piece of writing that is
uniquely Kiwi. Writing that includes the rushing sound of the water as it sucks back from the beach, the squawking of the
gulls as they whirl around over our heads and the smell of freshly battered blue cod and chips as they sit at the playground
and eat.It is a wonderful opportunity to be able to take students on trips such as these.

Eilish: In January this year I attended Hands On at Otago 2019.  I applied and was selected to be a part of the Geology Course. During the four
days we were investigating how susceptible the South Dunedin area is to liquefaction. We did this by testing the strength of the subsurface
soil and the way in which the soil has been deposited in the area. We also sieved out the different size grains of the soil which affects
liquefaction as well. Then we made thin sections with the larger rocks so we could examine them with microscopes. The colours indicated
what type of rocks they were made of. We also had a quiz, group activities and a huge disco which were heaps of fun too. Hands On was a
great experience that I would highly recommend for other students to apply for. It was an awesome chance to learn new things and meet
new people.
 
Cassandra: At Hands On at Otago this year I was lucky enough to be part of the Languages and Cultures section. Over the course of the week
we learnt more about different cultures, such as Chinese and Spanish, and what it is like for them living in New Zealand compared to what it
would be like for them back home. We learnt how to write our names in many different languages and had a few fun afternoons in which we
did some Spanish dancing, Japanese drumming and went to the Chinese Gardens. Overall, I absolutely loved the programme and definitely
recommend it to anyone applying to Hands-On in future years.

By Ms J Eason

Hands On at Otago
By Cassandra Rodgers-Foran and Eilish Graham
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Rangatahi O Te Moana

Rangatahi O Te Moana at Portobello was a great experience where I got to learn about the effects of oceanography, as well
as benthic and plankton species, upon the Polaris II. After collecting our data we studied our research at the Portobello
Marine Laboratory. There is time to do creative challenges at the end of the day, just to loosen up a day of learning. From
experience I know that they are so much fun.We stayed at Ōtākou Marae on the first night, so we could experience the
Māori aspects of the programme. For the rest of our stay during the programme we stayed on Quarantine Island, in St
Martin Lodge. The keeper of the island gave us the history of the island, and we were able to explore the island ourselves in
our free time.This is a special five-day programme for Year 11 and 12 talented Māori students who have a keen interest in
the sciences, and who may be considering future study and/or a career in health sciences.I strongly recommend that any
Year 11 or 12 students of Māori descent should apply for this Science Camp, as it is a great opportunity to spread your
interests. Thank you to the Alumni of the University of Otago Inc. Scholarship, STAR funding and Mrs Little for giving me
this opportunity.

Portobello is a marine science programme that students Year 10 around Southland and Otago take part in. It consists of
three blocks/sections with either two or three days long. During those days you learn about marine life and then each
group does their own research on a specific topic. Before the end of the first block we had to complete a PowerPoint
explaining our research. During the second block we had to complete both a PowerPoint and a visual presentation. At the
end of the third and final block, we had to have created a PowerPoint, a poster, and a visual presentation: e.g. video, play or
TV report. We also had fun activities on Quarantine Island such as creating models or acting out things. We also had the
responsibility of doing the cooking and cleaning. There was also about one hour each night of free time where we could
either go swimming or explore the island. Overall I had a great experience and learnt heaps about Marine Science.

By Pearl Stevens

Portobello
By Charlotte Rodgers-Foran
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The Mule Challenge

In Term 3 this year the senior Physical Education students set off to undertake the 5km ‘Mule
Challenge’ at Lake Moke just out of Queenstown. The students were met by Dougal who would
take the students through the different phases of the course. The first three phases were there to
help them develop the skills and teamwork that they would need to be successful at completing
the course. The final phase was the five km course. After the students had been set up in two
teams they were then briefed about the expectations for the day and jogged off in quick
formation.The course took them through a range of activities such as a wall climb, cargo net
crawl, tyre run and hanging bar swing. These different obstacles were made all the more
challenging by the freezing cold water that they had to run through and thick mud that they had
to crawl through.  The mud crawl was made all the more challenging by the fact that the groups
had to remain within 5 meters of each other.

The faster students then had to wait for the others to catch up. This made for some great pictures
as they emerged from the mud completely covered.Students were feeling outside their comfort
zone with the new and challenging activities. One student part way through the course was heard
to say “why am I dong what this man tells me to do?” As they grew in confidence and warmed up,
the students’ enthusiasm climbed, with some great smiles as they emerged from the different
challenges. The 5km Course was a great opportunity for the students to work on their team work
and leadership through some cold and challenging conditions. Well done to everyone for giving it
a great go. This is definitely something to look forward to repeating again in the future.

By Mr D Kington
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Incubator

Incubator is an exciting innovative programme at Northern Southland College which offers the opportunity to senior
students to experience health from a different perspective. The programme is a workforce development initiative
designed to nurture a passion for a vocation in health, through sharing the experience and knowledge of people from
within the health sector. The programme is supported by the generous support of community funders ILT and ILT
Foundation and the Southern District Health Board. The programme is designed to: Create interest in health careers from
Year 12 and 13 students; Provide health information in an engaging and interesting manner that both furthers interest in
health careers, as well as increase the health literacy of the students, their family and whanau; Provide access to health
care workers who can act as informants and mentors for those wanting to find out more about health careers or health
issues; Assist Year 10 & 11 student with subject choices by a targeted health careers expo. Northern Southland College Year
12 and 13 students were invited to apply to join the programme and 11 students enrolled in the programme with an average
attendance of 11 students this year. Students enrolled in the programme visited the hospital for 3 site visits accompanied
by Karen Blakemore, Sandy Herrick and Debbie Currie as parent help. Each visit commenced with morning tea followed
by a general orientation programme, which included the responsibilities surrounding infection control, health and safety,
fire safety, privacy and confidentiality considerations, as students are treated as honorary staff members for the duration
of the visit. Guest speakers from different professions joined the group and were invited to share their stories about how
they came to work in health and describe aspects of their jobs that they found satisfying and challenging. Many of these
speakers engaged the students in activities such as learning to perform hand hygiene, and using stethoscopes on each
other to listen to heart and lungs. This year Northern Southland College on their first site visit completed a hospital tour
where they walked around the entire campus providing a brief overview of the hospital services with Jan Tait and Dr
Steven Murugayah. Dr Murugayah involved students in a short personality test which matches them to Simpson’s
characters, a handout was supplied which highlights to the students their key personality traits and suggests career
options that may suit them. Career bookmarks were available for students as well. Cassidy Robertson a Central Southland
College graduate came and spoke with students about her career path as a registered nurse working with patients. Sue
Dillon, RN, Infection, Prevention Control talked with students about the transmission of disease and importance of hand
hygiene and then the students used glow gel and a black light to see how well they washed their hands. Fourth year
medical students Sophia Dean and Phillipa Rolleston shared with the group their pathway into medical and their
experience as a student.Students on visit 2 talked with Hannah Grant RN, about her role as Stroke Nurse and then we
broke into groups and used a hoist to move each other and tasted thickened fluids. We then had a tour of the Assessment
Treatment and Rehabilitation Unit. The group then moved to the Education and Research Centre where Nathaniel Carter,
6th year medical student (Trainee Intern) from Auckland University talked about his journey to becoming a doctor.
Students divided into groups and undertook activities, managing airway on a manikin and listening to breath sounds on
another manikin. Mark Owen-Cooper graduate of Central Southland College and 1st year housesurgeon joined us for
lunch and a brief career talk.  In the afternoon we headed to Hospice Southland where Jan Nally, RN, and Kate Hoogeveen,
Counsellor outlined their roles and service to the students. On the students third visit student met Karen Duncan RN
Occupational Health Nurse and she shared her career pathway. Tracey Wheeley, dental therapist provided an outline of
the careers in dental health. Students then toured around the dental truck and hospital dental unit. Students were
provided with toothbrushes and demonstrated correct teeth brushing technique. Lastly Jacob Hurring, 4th year Otago
University physiotherapy student spoke with students about the role of a physiotherapist and we toured the physio gym
and pool. Year 13 students were offered the opportunity for work experience which meant that they could choose a health
professional of their choice and work with them for the day. Arnav Singh chose to work in the Southland Laboratory with
Craig Rodgers in the April school holidays and Kyla Herrick worked in Emergency department in July school holidays with
Taylor Henderson RN.  Unfortunately some students were unable to complete work experience due to staffing shortages
in their area of choice at the time they were available for work experience. The combined group appeared to enjoy each
other’s company and were able to complete a very full programme this year. We are delighted to have completed another
year at Northern Southland College and are hopeful of continuing this programme in 2020.

By Jan Tait
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WW1 Trench Dig

On Friday 17 May, soldiers of the New Zealand Division - 1st Platoon, 2nd Otago and 3rd New
Zealand Infantry Brigade (C Rodgers-Foran, R Gunawardhana, C Vega, M Salva, R Thompson and
A Canada) began the trench digging in the mid-morning. By late morning they were given a
reprieve, with some letters from loved ones and ‘Care Parcels’. These included tea bags, sugar,
chocolate and even some anzac biscuits! 
 
Then back to the back breaking digging and sandbag filling. Lunch was tinned bully beef and dry
hard tack, washed down with weak tea. Private Salva especially found this nourishing. The trench
digging, construction of the duck boards and firing steps, sandbag filling and setting up the wire,
occupied the afternoon. The sun was just on the horizon when the last sandbag went down. 
 
Dinner took the form of a shared horse stew which the Aussies had brewed in the reserve
trenches. The preparing of individual positions along the trench line (firing step height and
allocation of ammunition) became the next order of the evening, as there were reports of German
activity opposite the line – a possible German night raid?
 
The evening was spent between sentry duty and keeping warm by the makeshift fire. Then, at
about 8pm, came the raining down of German artillery (water balloons) which officially opened
the battle. The battle went on for some time with a near run German victory! After the battle (over
1000 water balloons later!) many stories of self-sacrifice and heroism were brushed off by both
sides as the laughter, hot chocolate and biscuits were shared around the warm fire. 
 
Mr Chan then explained that this exercise was not to glorify war, but for all of us to reflect on the
enormity and sacrifice made by so many, so that we have the freedoms we have today. A huge well
done to the students’ who survived the 30-hour trench experience and a big thank you to Craig
and Shelley McKenzie for allowing us to dig at their farm again!

By the Year 12 Humanities class
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Yr 11 Archaeological Dig

On Friday 8 March, the Year 11 Humanities class travelled to McMillan Road just south of Garston to conduct an
archaeological dig. This was the site of an original 1870’s railway cottage. In the past few years, previous history classes had
unearthed numerous artefacts at this historic site and the expedition leader believed there were still ‘treasures’ to be
unearthed. Seventeen budding historians set off early in the morning and set up the expedition tent and went to work in
their allocated trenches. Before long, calls of “Expedition leader, I’ve found something!” echoed throughout the valley. The
day was full of excitement in some trenches and less excitement in others. One trench unearthed what looked like an old
workshop with remnants of floorboards and paintbrushes and glass bottles. The days digging unearthed 54 artefacts! A
very successful day in archaeological terms! A huge thanks to Mr Chan, (our expedition leader) Mr Reeve, Tom Law,
Reshika Singh and Louisa Brand for joining the successful expedition.

It was a cold and snowy afternoon on the 25th of September when a group or students (years 7, 8, 9 and 10) went off to
James Hargest Senior Campus in Invercargill for the annual Southland Mathematics Association competition or SMAC for
short. This competition is open to all schools in the region and comprises teams of 4 students within the same year group
answering a series of 40 quick-fire questions in 30 minutes. In total there were approximately 30 teams for each year
group and the competition was fierce. The teams from NCS were selected by testing all student who were interested in
competing and the number of teams were based on the size of the role in each year in the school. Needless to say, some
schools were allowed to compete with 3 or 4 teams in each year and dominated the top positions. All our teams performed
admirably in each year group’s competition with a particularly pleasing performance by our year 9 team who scored 130
out of a maximum of 200 points. As always, the students behaved with respect towards others and towards themselves and
were an absolute credit to the school with the stop at McDonalds being a well-earned reward. Training for next year’s
competition will start a lot earlier next year!

By the Year 11 Humanities class

SMAC Maths
By Mr E Coad
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Yr 11 Zipline Trip

On Thursday 30th May, Year 11 Maths students travelled to the Kawarau Bungy Centre to
experience some maths in real life. Students measured lengths and angles to calculate the height
of the zipline wire for an NCEA assessment and then got to do the zipline as well. Some chose to sit
normally, others flew on their stomachs (superman style) and some even hung upside down by
their feet! One brave student, Cam Slattery, also did the bungy jump while we were there. The
weather was cold and very wet, but we had an enjoyable time. We are very thankful to the parents
who helped transport everyone there - big thanks to Lee Slattery, Debbie Drummond and Vicki
Law.

Visits to Paul Waller’s Deer farm and Farm Right’s Wintering barn were highlights of the 9/10 Agriculture option this year.
The intrepid hunters especially, were intrigued by the heads in Paul’s shed, but we did not get to see any animals with
trophy heads. The facts and figures touted by Paul, including the prices, amazed everyone. Getting a look at his set up, with
the shed design, including the crush, opened the eyes of several students, many of whom have had little to do with deer.
Distinguishing between the roar of the reds and the bugle of the wapiti was a skill they learned that day. The second term
saw the class visit the wintering barn on the Wreys Bush-Mossburn Road. The first shed was built to hold 950 cows, who
were all munching quietly on their feed. Some were on the beds chewing their cud, and others scratching on the rollers, all
just showing how contented the cows were. Looking at the effluent system and then a quick visit to the rotary milking shed
to show the many students who had not been in one of these, ended the tour. The students appreciated the farmers giving
their time to show them around, having learnt a lot about these systems. We do appreciate the farmers giving the students
the opportunity to extend their knowledge about this very important industry.

By Dr J Norrish

Year 9/10 Farm Visits
By Mrs J Little
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Yr 11 Farm Visit

As part of the practical work associated with the Year 11 Achievement Standard course, most of
the Year 11 class bussed out to Jonathon Elder’s farm to be assessed  on their drenching skills.
Jonathon demonstrated these skills and then it was the turn of the students. It was very obvious at
the start, which students had had previous experience at this, but by the time they had completed
three pens full each, they had honed these skills and were all very proficient. Tips in chasing and
counting out sheep were also practised. This was a very rewarding day and we do appreciate
Jonathon allowing us to drench his hoggets.

This year we have had some new enthusiastic student librarians, who all have contributed to the successful running of the
library this year.We have been lucky enough to receive some money from the PTA which enabled us to finally get some
brand new mobile shelves. These have replaced the old dated shelving that was hard to move around. The new shelves are
bright blue, with green ends and really open up the library space as well as making it much more colourful and pleasant to
be in.We have some very enthusiastic Year 12 boys who are in the process of building a new storage box for the outdoor
chess pieces, which will hopefully be completed at the beginning of term 4. Chess has once again been a very popular
game in the library, especially in the colder winter terms.On Friday for clubs the library is used for chess and board games,
which has resulted in jigsaw puzzles becoming very popular as well. We have asked the student council for some money to
go towards buying some more games and puzzles so that students can continue to enjoy the library space while playing
different games.

By Mrs J Little

Library
By Mrs G Chan & Mrs W Coghlan
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Top Team

On the 19 and 20 February, the Year 8 Boys’ participated in the “Boys Top Team” Programme. The
philosophy behind the two days was to in-still a sense of respect and camaraderie within and
between the students’. The logo represented the three key concepts being taught over the two
days: “Respect, Communication, and Discipline” within the underlying concept of “Preparing
boys to be young men”. The programme included classroom sessions on respect, problem solving
challenges and physical challenges – some of the challenges included The Newspaper Bridge and
the Obstacle Water Challenge to name a few. All the challenges resulted in points being
distributed for the ultimate prize “The Top Team Trophy”, a tied knot carved out of Oamaru stone.
The penultimate ‘Ultimate challenge’ on Wednesday afternoon required the two teams to first
transport their materials such as manuka poles, ropes, planks and team flag to the designated
island. 

They then had to engineer and construct a bridge to cross a 2m chasm, followed by constructing a
solid and stable flagpole, higher than the other group, with which to hoist their team flag.
Throughout all of these challenges, was the boot camp ‘army drill commands’ component of the
course. The boys were taught to act instinctively to certain commands and had to act upon these
at any point during the two days, come rain, hail or snow! This endurance of discipline was tough
for the boys’, but they did not want to let their team or themselves down. The final result was
extremely close! I commend the boys for their commitment over the two days. Final Points:
Winners    Blue Sharkz (3600 pts) Runners-up Red Spiders (3470 pts)

By Mr S Chan
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Self Defence

Year 8 girls enjoyed two days of Self Defence training with teacher Ana Pereira in Term 1.
We started by introducing ourselves with a piece of paper all about ourselves - Nicole Masajo
We learnt about stance, the starting position for defending ourselves.W e were all taught ten techniques including the
shin kick, foot stamp and ear clap. My favourite was the ballerina kick - Harley Sheat
When Ana yelled “stance” we had to get into the stance position and yell back to her “Back Off” - Ruby Sellens
I feel all this will help me. I feel more confident when walking around without an adult, I feel safer. - Leilani Falanisi

Gateway Report: This year a variety of occupations were tested out by our students. These included Agriculture, Building,
Hospitality, and Automotive at local businesses. As always, this is a great learning experience for our students, giving them the
opportunity to find out about conditions in a real workplace while still at school. I would like to thank the businesses who take
these students and teach them.
Agriculture Report: 2019 saw a large class of thirteen Year 11 students taking Agriculture this year. The students undertook a
mixture of Achievement and Unit standards, enabling them to achieve endorsements in this subject. This involved them doing a
standard with many practical parts to it, which were spaced throughout the year, including visits to the Elders farm to drench their
hoggets and several visits to Mrs Little’s farmlet to study weeds, grasses and fencing. We also dug holes in the school grounds to
help us study soils. Some of the Year 12 students were out on farms as part of the Gateway programme, so less practical work is
involved in their course during the rest of the week. Late in term three we visited a robotic dairy farm near Winton, which also had
a wintering barn, a wee bit different to the one visited by some of these students in the Year 9/10 class. The Year 9/10 class studied
many different aspects, with several visits to Mrs Little’s farmlet, plus a visit to a deer farm and a wintering barn, all providing an
introduction to this subject.

By Mrs J Little

Gateway/Ag
By Mrs J Little
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Production

Way back in January an idea started to take form that was finally realised on the nights of the 27th
and 28th of June, when the cast and crew of NSC presented the musical extravaganza  ‘Back to the
80’s to full houses. Months of ‘working 9 to 5’ paid off as the cast performed their parts like they
were ‘footloose’, ‘walking on sunshine’, and ‘just wanting to have fun’ .  We are fortunate to have
so many talented singers, dancers and actors - backed up by a great crew. All in all over 50
students took part or helped put the show on. The show followed the story of a now older Corey
Senior(Patrick Colligan) looking back on his senior year of highschool back in the 80’s. A year full
of competition, heartache, hurt, parties, drama, big hair and bright tights. We see Corey Junior
(Rynz Cañada) fighting for student President  and the affection of his neighbour, Tiffany Houston
(Tayla Elder). But at every turn there is Micheal Feldman (Jack Miller) and his Gang Lionel Astley
(Dominic Carston), Huey Jackson (Lachie Elder) and Billy Arnold (Ben Slattery) are there to rein
victory over the elections and the affection of  Tiffany.  

By Ms J Eason
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Corey isn't the only defeated one, Feargal Mcferrin (Bryant Cavinta) the school nerd and tech
futurist also takes a blow when no one believes his theories about the advancement of technology.
While Corey is still recovering from a  broken heart, a new girl arrives - Eileen Reagan (Danielle
Roberts). She gets adopted by the resident weirdos Laura Wilde and Debbie Fox (Matilda
Highfeild and Kyla Herrick) and receives a number of love notes from a secret admirer, that is
actually just Michael and his gang playing a cruel joke. In a drama filled confrontation, Eileen
finds out the truth...and so does Tiffany, and the night before the prom, she dumps Michael.
Feargal sticks up for Eileen, fights Micheal and wins! The end of the year and prom night has
arrived, Tiffany and Corey are finally together, just like he'd always dreamed.



Market Day

The sound of the bell shattered the silence in the classroom. Period 4. Market day. We had all rushed into the library, eager to get market
day underway after the long weeks of preparation.  Ms Blakemore had stood in front of us all eyeing us each individually. She has ordered us
to “clear the library, make way for market day”. The group Kimheroy was selling Puto which is a Filipino dessert. They also sold scrunchies
which is a hair tie with different types of fabrics around it. The group Passengers, were selling sherbet which sold out really quick. There was
also Purple Haze which was selling phone holders, pom pom key chains and pine wood slices that had a chalkboard bit and a hot poker
drawing and an image on one side. Violet Ice were selling their brightly coloured key chains. The Alphas’ were selling ice cream (chocolate,
vanilla and cookies and cream), which was so delicious. Last of all there was the lolly kebabs by JCA. Bbbbbbbbring! The bell went. This was
the moment we had all been waiting for! Waves of school kids had come through the doors flooding the library! Once people started to come
in, that's when we started to get nervous because thoughts went through our minds like “we won't sell out” or” no one would buy from us.”
Everyone was excited to sell their products and to make some money. My overall experience on market day would be that it's a great
experience as you are making a product to sell to people which is really fun to do. To all the junior students coming up to Year 9/10 I really
recommend choosing Enterprise as a subject. It's a great subject to learn about and open your mind because Enterprise is much more than
just doing Market Day.

By Kimberley Cabral, Grace Duthie & Holly Thompson

By Jeanna Rodgers
Duke of Edinburgh Hillary Award

NSC has 14 students currently enrolled in the Duke of Edinburgh Hillary Award programme. There has been some great
community work happening with a variety of projects around the community from planting at the Community Garden to
helping sort clothes at the Op Shop, trapping pests at Castledowns Wetlands and cleaning at the Community Gym. Several
students enjoyed their time at Hands On Otago for the Residential component of their Gold Award. This year, Samuel
Rodgers-Foran had his Gold Award presented to him by Dave Cull, Mayor of Dunedin, and he also met with Dame Patsy
Reddie, Governor General of NZ. By the end of the year, Kate McIntosh will have finished her Gold which is an awesome
achievement. Charlotte Rodgers-Foran has also completed her Bronze award this year.  Watch out 2020 - wonder how
many more Gold Alumni we will have?! 
NSC Gold Alumni: Baylee Barrett (2017), Nikolai Whelan (2018), Samuel Rodgers-Foran (2018), Arron Sangster (2018).
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Outward Bound

Let me share with you my journey at Outward Bound. I was caught up in so many emotions, when myself and sixty people were
welcomed with a Haka and a Waiata performed by the instructors of Outward Bound. After a few weeks I had had so many new
experiences like: sailing the Marlborough Sounds, coasting around Rarangi coast, tramping up 1300 foot mountains and
completing the high ropes course in the tall kahikatea trees. To top it off everyday at 6:00am we would meet at the 100m long jetty
where we started a 3.2km run that was great. I went to Outward Bound with the intentions of making new friends and building my
confidence. What I took away from my experience at Outward Bound was new friends, more confidence and overcoming fears that
I myself did not know I had. When it came to swimming the 25m from the anchored sailboat to the jetty at night with gusts of wind
at our backs I was really tested - although I was the first to jump off the jetty. I would like to thank my family for getting me to
Outward Bound and NSC for the scholarship.  I’m glad I went to Outward Bound because now I can say I challenged and pushed
myself to the best of my ability. The experience has made me think there is more in me and has made me push myself even
further. I would like to leave you with one thought: “treat one another as equals, love one another as family, no one is any less than
you”.

Earlier in the year, on the 8th of April - the Year 13’s took a trip to gore to attend the GRIP leadership conference. We
started the day with sessions on top tips for house captains, the characteristics of a leader and also the people pathway
(knowing what people a leader should focus on). We had lots of fun during this section of the conference. The speakers
and leaders were very intriguing, funny and provided wonderful entertainment. They ran a lot of activities to ensure we
were active and weren't bored. The afternoon we attended different lectures on how to improve participation, how to
maximise team effort and contribution, how to choose and drive a cause and how to create an amazing school culture.
Again, these lectures were full of activities to keep our brains activated and provide a fun learning environment. The day
was a huge success and the Year 13’s came away with some knowledge and inspiration on how to run ourselves more
effectively as a student council as well as how to be great leaders and role models for the student body.

By Cruz Stevens

Grip Leadership Course
By Kyla Herrick
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SDYC

This year I was once again the NSC Rep on the Southland District Youth Council. This year we focused on what next for
Southland Youth and what we want to see in our community. Last year we focused on what Southland Youth know about
the council and found that youth didn’t know very much at all; however, we implemented the plan to have local
councillors talk in schools, and NSC was lucky enough to have our local councillor come talk to us about the importance of
local government and what they do for us. The big idea for the Southland District Youth Council is to make Southland a
better place for youth, so it can attract more youth or attract Southland youth back in the future once we have left for study
or travel to experience something bigger. Looking at what we have planned currently I cannot wait to see these plans take
action and you should as well so keep an eye on our Facebook Page. If anyone is interested in applying you can do so on the
Southland District Council website in the Youth Council section.

Kia rite, be ready and ready we were. NSC’s first Kapa Haka Group performed at Southland Polyfest this year. Hours of practice had
brought together students of all year levels together to celebrate maori culture. After months of learning songs and actions, we
were finally headed to Invercargill for our performance. On the way we stopped at REAP in Winton for a pre show. This opportunity
was really useful to get our confidence up as most of us were terrified. When we got to invercargill all of us were filled with
nervous excitement. As soon as we started to sing AIO all nerves were forgotten and we all sang with passion and performed the
haka with force stronger than any of our practises. After we were finished we all wanted to do it again. One of the skills which was a
challenge was the Poi. For our song, Whiti Te Marama, many of us dropped our poi at some stage but we have now learnt how to
use the poi and sing at the same time, and the boys have all strained their vocal cords while performing our hakas with deafening
volume. Overall this year the Kapa Haka group has learnt so much and if it weren’t for Whaea Elysia none of us would have had
this opportunity so we are all so thankful that she took the time to teach us this year and we look forward to next year. Also a big
thank you to Miss Eason and Mrs Cairns for organizing the group and for their support of all of us.

By Kate McIntosh

Polyfest
By Ms J Eason
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Big Sing

On Tuesday 18th June, the choir travelled to Invercargill to compete in the Big Sing Southland
Regional finale. This was held at First Church on Tay St. We were one of five choirs in the
competition. Our three songs were: Scarborough Fair, Hine e hine, and a mashup of Let It
Go/Amazing Grace. Although we didn't win any awards, we performed at our very best. The next
morning, we received a lovely email from a member of the audience who said that our version of
Amazing Grace made her cry. We had a great time and would like to thank all the parent drivers
for helping transport students there and home again: Jeanna Rodgers, Michelle Mitchell, Nobuko
Sellens, Kylie Roy and Janice Kington.

Congratulations to the Year 8 Debating team, who came runners up to Blue Mountain College in
the Southland Wide Year 8 Debating Competition. The girls have been working on debating since
early in Term 2, culminating in the final in Tapanui. The winning margin was very slim, only 8
points in it overall. Huge congratulations also to Gemma Bulleid, who was named the Best
Speaker overall. Gemma scored 100% for her rebuttal as third speaker of the negative team, which
the judges said had never been awarded before. If you know anything about debating, you will
know what a fantastic achievement this is. Well done team, on a great effort throughout the year.

By Dr J Norrish

Debating
By Mrs W Coghlan
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World Vision Conference

At 5:30 am, Jack and I met Mr Cooper at school to begin our drive to Dunedin for the National World Vision Youth
conference. The day was a great one, Jack and I gained great skills when it comes to how to develop culture within our
school and community. It generated many great ideas around the 40 Hour Famine and helped inspire us with ways to get
kids involved and excited to participate in the 40 hour famine. This year our school raised $1700 for the Southern
Sudanese refugee children living in Northern Uganda. Our school was honoured nationally by World Vision New Zealand
with the ‘World Vision Whanaungatanga Award’ Celebrating new partnership in the world vision whanau. There are only
3 of these awards across the South Island recognising and thanking schools for partnering with World Vision for the 2019
40 Hour Famine. We would both like to thank everyone from NSC who participated in the Famine this year and hope it
keeps going strong for years to come.

By Tayla Elder

Chess
By Ashley Chan
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In Term 2, we had two chess teams that went to chess tournament in Invercargill. The tournament was held at Southland Boys’ High. The
other competition was held in Term 3, where one intermediate team was sent and one senior individual (Gavin Chan) and it was held at
Southland Girls’ High. The Term 2 tournament had one intermediate team (Ashley Chan, Samantha Kington, Hayley Norrish, Rebecca
Armitage, Arleea Hoffman and Luke Stalker). The senior team was made up of Halle Cañada, Gavin Chan and Bryant Cavinta. Honestly,
there isn’t much to say… it was a chess tournament so obviously, all we did was play chess. The junior team all got Merit awards and the
senior team got Excellence. The Term 3 competition wasn’t very different, but since the senior team was made up of one person, he only got
a Merit this time. But the intermediate team got second overall and Brianah Ware got first out of all of the girls there! I must say, the Term 3
competition was probably tougher than the first one - there was even a kid who had been to Nationals about 3 times, and he definitely made
sure that you knew! So the obvious thing to do was to be a “good sport” and make up a nickname for him. So now, he is known as “Nationals.”
Unfortunately, “Nationals” beat all of us that played him and, once again, he’s going back to nationals. The guy who was hosting the whole
competition had a clear problem with pronouncing even the easiest names. For instance, he called us, Samantha Klingston, Heeley Norris,
and Brenda Ware but for some reason he could say Gavin Chan’s name right and he called me Ashley Clan! The chess was a great
experience for all of us who went and I would definitely recommend it to anyone who is interested. Sure, all you do is play chess, but man,
nicknaming people sure is fun!



Kids' Lit

Our team consisted of Ashley Chan, Samantha Kington, Gemma Bullied, myself and Lori Bradley
as our traveling reserve. To prepare for the quiz we read and re-read famous books, rediscovered
nursery rhymes and worked on our mythology knowledge. After many practices and heaps of
books read we competed in the competition. 
 
Arriving in Gore on the 8th of March we realised that we were slightly late and missed the
briefing. We were then escorted to our table and handed our sheet that we were to write our
answers on. As Samantha, Ashley and I had been to Lit Quiz (Kids’ Literacy Quiz) before, we knew
what to do and had soon educated Gemma. We chose ‘Teachers’ for our double points round and
sat silently waiting to begin. There were ten categories and ten questions in each round.  The quiz
master Wayne Mills would ask each question and we were given a limited time to write our
answer on our sheet. Some of the categories were Teachers, Boxes and containers, Accessories (
which we surprisingly did the best in), Greek Mythology, Books to Movies, Masks and many
others. 
 
There was also a visual round where they showed pictures of dogs and we had to write what we
thought the name of it was. In between each round they asked bonus questions, one for the
audience and one for the competitors. Ashley was the first to put her hand up and correctly
answered that ‘Anne of Green Gables’ was written by L.M Montgomery winning a stationary kit.
Sam rightly answered a question about how many books were in the series of ‘Unfortunate
Events’, earning the whole team a Whitcoulls voucher. 
 
Although we had read many books in our short lives, there were some questions about books we’d
never heard of and books we had heard of but not yet read. For example, there was a question
about what breed a cat detective was and none of us had ever heard of the book it. I took a random
guess and wrote down Siamese as I’d always thought of them as strangely sneaky and suspicious.
When they read out out the answers and it was correct (!) I could only respond to my teammates
astonished faces with a shrug of my shoulders. Even though we guessed some of the answers we
managed to complete the quiz without completely embarrassing ourselves. Our hard work and
determination resulted in a ninth placing out of around 30 different teams.( Editor’s Note: which
is a long way from ‘completely embarrassing’ yourselves.)

By Brianah Ware
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Spirit of Adventure

Voyage 776-----Cassandra------26 February-8 March
 
Day 1 – Tuesday 26 February 2019
Once everyone arrived at the airport we all got onto the bus which took us down to the wharf where the Spirit of New
Zealand was waiting for us. Once on the wharf we had to load the Spirit with food and supplies for the 10 days ahead. We
were sorted into our two bunkers (girls and boys separate) and into our berths.
 
Day 2: Wednesday 27 February
Watch Responsibility: Mizzen 
Departed from: New Plymouth
Sailed to: Somewhere in the Pacific Ocean 
Distance covered: 125 miles
Today we were woken up around 6:30 and had to set up the boat for our voyage, like taking the covers off all the sails and
getting into our groups. We set off around 10 using the motor to get us out into the open sea. Got to see a few dolphins out
in the water and some albatross. Learnt some useful knots and how to alter sails. Lots of sick people due to large waves.
 
Day 3: Thursday 28 February
Watch Responsibility: Foredeck 
Departed from: Somewhere in the Pacific Ocean (sailed during the night)
Sailed to: Spirits Bay 
Distance covered: 173 miles
Watch times: 5am-8am & 5pm-8pm
Today my group was on watch from 5am until 8am. This is when we had to run the ship while everyone else was still
sleeping. Sit for ages doing nothing then suddenly have to get up and adjust masts and set sails. Weather was really drizzly
and cold. Helped on Foredeck so every time we went over huge waves my team got soaked. Sailed past Cape Reinga and
saw the lighthouse. Got to Spirits Bay during our evening watch so helped with putting the anchor down. Had to climb the
masts to put the sails away.
 
Day 4: Friday 1 March
 Watch Responsibility: Midships 
Departed from: Spirits Bay 
Sailed to: Pekapeka Bay 
Distance covered: 67 miles
Night watch: (into next day) Olle, Charlotte, Caleb- 9:30-11:45,   Tate, Toby- 11:45-2:00, Nikita and I- 2:00-4:15,  Tom, Nicole-
4:15- 6:30
Got woken at 6:30 for our swim as we were anchored. Freezing cold but woke us up. I sat down the back of the ship for most
of the day as it was the most stable. Felt ill so didn't go down to have lunch. Optional swim in the evening. Just took photos.
Slept at 9:30pm
 

By Cassandra Rodgers-Foran
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Day 5: Saturday 2 March
Watch Responsibility: Main (stayed in Pekapeka bay all day)
Walked the Duke’s Nose track.Got woken at 1:50 for our morning shift. Super quiet all over the ship, only Nikita and I
awake. After our shift we woke the next two people up, then went back to bed. Got woken up at 6:30 for our swim.On vege
prep, lots of wasps around. Pumped up life rafts, then got into them to paddle to a beach to go on a walk. Had to walk in wet
shoes and socks. View at the top of the track was incredible, could see the Spirit out in the bay. Paddled back in our groups
“raced” and came first even when we left last. Learnt some new knots in our groups.
 
Day 6: Sunday 3 March
Watch Responsibility: Mizzen/Specials 
Departed from: Pekapeka Bay
Sailed to: Bay Of Islands 
Distance covered: 40 miles
Went swimming off a beach. Group Leader in the afternoon. Swim at 6:30, got to jump in first due to having to help with
breakfast prep.  Cleaned the aft cabin. Set the Mizzen and set sail towards the Bay of Islands.  Got rafts sorted for paddling
to the beach, and took down sails.  Played some games on the beach like relays in our groups and races.  Swim was super
relaxing, water was really clear.  Evening games on the ship had to make a tower and balance it on top then make a dance
on how it got there. Super funny.  I was leader for this. 
 
Day 7: Monday 4 March
Watch Responsibility: Foredeck 
Got to Bay of Islands! Everyone went swinging on the Yardee off the side of the ship at least once.Others saw a
hammerhead shark. Went sailing in the small sail boats. Port A and B went in the morning. Starboard A and B climbed
masts. Really enjoyed this even though there was little wind. Got to steer and help with the sail. After lunch the groups
switched around and we got to climb the masts. Touched the top then out onto the top of the topsail. Had amazing views of
the lagoon and beach. Paddled rafts to the beach for dinner, swam in the lagoon, the walked up the track to the top to watch
the sunset. Had to paddle back to the ship in the dark. Had a nice hot choc with marshmallows before bed.
 
Day 8: Tuesday 5 March
Watch Responsibility: Mid Ships 
Distance covered: 12 miles
Bay of Islands!! Long walk and cave swim. Swim at 6:30. Got into rafts and got towed by small motor boat to Urupukapuka
Bay. After some food headed off on our walk across the island. Overall great walk, some steep parts but amazing weather.
Ended up at another beach. Got into the rafts again and paddled to beach near a cave to have lunch. Went in groups
through the cave and swam out the other side to where the rafts were waiting for us. Towed back to the Spirit, then had
some downtime. After dinner and dessert we had mini Olympics.
 
Day 9: Wednesday 6 March
Watch Responsibility: Main 
Stayed in the Bay of Islands
Distance covered: 21 miles
Night watch again. Sailed alongside dolphins which swam next to the boat!! Got woken at 12:15 for night/anchor watch with
Nikita until 2:25. Swim at 6:30. Huge clean-up of the ship. After ship was cleaned, got into togs and flipped all the rafts in
our groups. Had a “pool” party!! Sailed out of the Bay a bit to drop off scraps into ocean, and learnt more about sailing.
Managed to see lots of dolphins swimming alongside the ship, and jumping out of the water. Even a baby one! Trainee day
elections!!
 
Day 10: Thursday 7 March 
Trainee Day!
Watch Responsibility: Mizzen/Specials 
Departed from: Bay of Islands near the open sea
Sailed to: Port at Opua 
Distance covered: 15 miles
Ran the ship all on our own!! Captain: Bella - Mates: Nicole, Jack - Navigators: Nikita S, Joe - Engineers: Tom, Fraser - Cooks:
Charlotte, Sophie. Woken at 6:15. Had to swim first as we were put into new groups, I was on specials. Put rafts up again and
paddled to a beach for a few games and a swim. Went for a swim alongside the ship. I jumped off the Bowsprit which was
quite terrifying. Sailed into the port and packed all our stuff up. After dinner we had a short debrief and everyone got
certificates.
 
Overall this was a great experience which I was able to make many lifelong friends at, come out of my comfort zone and
see an extremely beautiful part of NZ. It is for people, aged 16-18 and has many voyages happening throughout the year at
different places around NZ. I definitely recommend this trip to anyone as it is such an eye-opening experience and is away
from technology!!
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This year, we were once again lucky enough to have the Ugly Shakespeare theatre company visit
our school in February. Ugly Shakespeare present some of William Shakespeare's most famous
works but put a modern, relatable twist on them. Every year, students who have an interest in the
arts are offered the opportunity to take part in a workshop from the members. This is such an
incredible opportunity for students to get knowledge from some of New Zealand’s professionals. I
have always taken lots away from these workshops and this year was no different. We had about
20 kids take part this year and they all left with big smiles on their faces.

Ugly Shakespeare
By Olivia Duthie

League of Legends

I would like to thank the members for coming back to yet another great year in the League of Legends E-Sports gaming
club. It's a shame indeed that we didn't managed to increase your levels to level 30 in order to play ranked games.
Nevertheless, I'm confident to say that these guys have improved much better than last year. They were able to cope in
situations and improvise during team fights, creating their own tactics and team play. I can see well enough that they
reflect on their actions and identify errors and improvements that they need to work on. This crew symbolises what proper
sportsmanship is - they understand what it's like being humble towards victory or defeat. It didn't matter whether we win
or lose. We cooperate, we devise a plan, strategise, and we execute it. I'm proud of the members in this year’s club, as they
show they show resilience in difficult situations. I believe that, through this club, we were able to learn how to respect each
one another and we gained countless experiences in both discipline and restraint.

By Charly Vega
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Young Farmers' Club

This is the fourth year that Northern Southland College has had a Young Farmers’ Club. We
currently have 26 young energetic members in our club. As Chairman, I'm very proud of the club
and the things that we have achieved over the year. 
 
In Term 1 we had six TeenAg teams and two Agrikids teams entered in the Otago Southland
Regional Young Farmer Competition held at Milton. Everyone put in a huge effort at Milton with a
good day had by all. Preparation for this event started in Term 4 the year before where various
organisations came and talked to us and gave our members some great skills to use in the
competition. Some of these included: former ‘young farmers’, fencers, Ravensdown, Southfuels,
and New Holland. I also entered in the Otago/Southland Young Farmers clay target and fencing
competition held in Gore, where I placed 3rd in the clay target shooting and my partner and I
placed 4th in the fencing. 
 
In August, we held a quiz night to raise funds for our local St Johns, which we donated $800 to, and
purchased some new club polos tops and jerseys for our members. The quiz raised over $3000 and
was well supported by other young farmer clubs and the wider Northern Southland community.
We had 36 teams at the quiz, and I’d like to say a big thank you to the huge group of sponsors that
we had as well as Oliva Ross our MC, and Allan Stalker our auctioneer. 
 
We've also had various speakers including Sam from Northern Southland vets and Amber
Mitchell (the outgoing Otago Southland territory manager) who came to speak to us about our
club. On the 7th of September we attended a skills day that was organised by the Gore High
TeenAg Club. The day consisted of 8 models where people from different local businesses like
Southern Carpentry and Claas Harvest Centre challenged us. This gave our new members an
insight into what the TeenAg and Agrikids competition will be like.
 
We hope to have a lot of our members go to the TeenAg and Agrikids Young Farmer Regional
final in April 2020 which will be a great day out. I would like to take this opportunity to thank Mrs
Little for coordinating our Young Farmers’ Club and to (Mum) Nicola Bennett who helped us with
the Young Farmer Competition, quiz night and our club shirts and Jerseys.

By Joshua Bennett
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“…We have been fortunate in having Mrs Jean Little on our staff this
year. She has had a part-time position and has proved herself a “Jean-of-
all-trades”, willing to help wherever she has been needed…” No, this is
not from 2019, but an excerpt from the 1997 School Magazine! Jean
started off her career at Northern Southland College as a part-time
“Jean-of-all-trades” and leaves us as a full-time “Masterclass-of-all-
trades”! Those who know Jean and her work here at the College know
exactly what I am talking about. The selfless, energetic, enthusiastic,
happy Mrs Little who is involved in as many things as she can possibly
do at the school whilst at the same time raising and looking after her
growing lads…and this includes Mr Bob Little! In all honesty, and
looking back at the past records and delving into my own memory and
those of others, Jean has had a dab and a say in all things NSC, from the
Science Department through to the Mathematics and Humanities
Department, to more recently her own baby, the Agriculture
Department, and yes, Jean, I have officially sanctioned that Agriculture
is a Department and not just a subject! On top of these curriculum
areas, Jean has also had a dabble in most things NSC related such as the
PTA, being involved in fundraising efforts most notably Waimumu
Field Days where she has played a big hand in, and from what I gather,
she will continue to help next year! Jean has also been involved in
sports most notably shooting and in Outdoor Education, she has been
on nearly every camp at least once! And just for fun, Jean is currently at
the time of me writing this, away tramping with the Year 10s at Port
Craig! 20 years since the last time she did it! Jeans most recent hobby
has been the Young Farmers Club and she has dedicated a lot of her
time and energy into this venture with much success. Not only has she
led these young NSC farmers to success over the years, but she has
created a huge following as can be seen in her lunchtime meetings with
these students which fill up her entire classroom! The Humanities
Department use to have its own resource room in the prefabs but with
Jean next door in Room 13, she asked one day if she could have a couple
of shelves to put her Agriculture stuff on. I said yes and four years later,
she had an entire wall of shelves for Agriculture! How can we talk about
Jean and not talk about her beloved Takitimu House. It is fitting that as
Jean leaves, she leaves behind a rejuvenated Takitimu House phoenix
rising from the abyss! Jean has poured many an hour into furthering
the cause of her House and the hard work is now paying off! I have only
touched upon the things that Jean has been involved in as it would need
a book all in itself! Jean, you will be sorely missed by everyone here at
NSC as you touched on everyone’s lives in some way. But we have a
saying here at NSC – Not goodbye, but we will see you soon! At
Waimumu, at the NSC garden, at the gun club, at the Young Farmers
competitions, when we need lovely flowers for our Award Ceremony, …
… …

Staff Farewells - Mrs Little
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Sarah Hollander came to NSC in 2010. She arrived as a fresh-faced 23-
year-old and today, looks no different. She came as a PE teacher, but her
exceptional ability with Maori and wonderful relational interactions
with students meant that she was soon utilised elsewhere. She was also
involved with the mighty Lintley house as the leader of LSH. During
every Swimming Sports, Athletics, Colours Day and Cross Country she
could be heard encouraging students from the side-line and every now
and then racing against them.Over the years Sarah has been involved in
Rugby, Touch, Camps and many, many other various school activities.
She was a major driving force in the implementation of the Kapahaka
rōpū and the inaugural visit to Polyfest this year. In 2015 Sarah took a
step back from teaching full time to have her first son Lachie and to
marry her husband Josh (2015 was a big year in the newly named Cairns
household). She returned to us in a part-time roll as Guidance
Counsellor and PE Teacher. In 2017, she took another short break when
she had her second son Darcy. Again, she couldn’t stay away from us
and returned to her Guidance position.Sarah is renowned around the
staffroom for her exuberance and enthusiasm in all things where
presents are involved. The opening of said presents is always better
done quickly as she detests the slow, torturous reveal. Wrapping paper
is never meant to be saved for another day.Sarah is always positive; she
sees the good in everyone and encourages others to do the same and to
be the best version of themselves they can. She is a very giving person,
and nothing is ever a bother. This is why she was the first ever recipient
of the Tom Clark Respect Trophy in 2014 for her exceptional leadership
and time given to the Waimumu Fundraiser.Sarah will be missed
around NSC, and Secret Santa will never be the same again. We have
been asking ourselves “who will put a Christmas tree in the staffroom
in the middle of November, who will encourage us to open our presents
faster, and who will be our ray of sunshine no matter how cloudy the
day?” 

 
Ko te whaea te takere o te waka - Mothers are like the hull
of the canoe, they are the heart of the family. 
 
Kia kaha with love from your NSC family.

Staff Farewells - Mrs Cairns
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2019 Leavers

RYNZ CAÑADA

Quote: “Omg I've lost weight.”

Most Likely To End Up: Mike "Tython"

Best Known For: Wearing his beats.

TSP

DOMINIC CARSTON

Quote: “Subscribe to pewdiepie”

Most Likely To End Up: Working for T

series.

Best Known For: His smile.

ESM

OLIVIA DUTHIE

Quote: “*waves frantically*”

Most Likely To End Up: Becoming a Tarot

reader.

Best Known For: Always singing.

TJL

TAYLA ELDER

Quote: “Just because I live in Longridge

North, it doesn't make me a hillbilly.”

Most Likely To End Up: As a hillbilly.

Best Known For: Being the dumbest

smart person.

TSP
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KYLA HERRICK

Quote: “Do penguins have feathers or fur?”

Most Likely To End Up: As a Health

teacher.

Best Known For: Snorting.

HTC

MATILDA HIGHFIELD
 

Quote: “Can you please just come with

me?”

Most Likely To End Up: Finding the cure

for cancer.

Best Known For: Having the best glow up

of us all.

TDR

ADELE KENNEDY

Quote: “My cat attacked me”

Most Likely To End Up: Having so many

pets she could open a petting zoo.

Best Known For: Turning into a tomato

when she laughs.

HWC

JASON KENNEDY

Quote: "Did you know....?"

Most Likely To End Up: Having the

biggest knowledge of Shortland Street.

Best Known For: His amazing memory

and being so cheerful and helpful around

NSC.

HTC
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KATE MCINTOSH

Quote: “Did you know  I went to Hawaii?”

Most Likely To End Up: As the prime

minister.

Best Known For: Starting iconic sayings.

ELD

JACK MILLER

Quote: “Bless you.”

Most Likely To End Up: Recreating

Jurassic Park.

Best Known For: His shoes.

TJL

HURIANA PONGA

Quote: “Scintillating”

Most Likely To End Up: Legalising

cannibalism.

Best Known For: Being loved by

everybody.

LDK

DANIELLE ROBERTS

Quote: “Perlermegert, merio curt”

Most Likely To End Up: As a crazy horse

lady.

Best Known For: Being allergic to

everything.

LKB
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SCOTT RUSHTON

Quote: “Sorry I’m late.”

Most Likely To End Up: As an NBA player.

Best Known For: Being late to class from

playing basketball.

HWC

ARNAV SINGH

Quote: “Once you go brown you never

frown.”

Most Likely To End Up: Tech support.

Best Known For: Getting stuck in the

common room bathroom.

ELD

CRUZ STEVENS

Quote: “Tradies get the ladies.”

Most Likely To End Up: As a tradie.

Best Known For: Being nice.

HTC
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The Common Room

Mice ... also leavers ...

(of the living world)

Bruce Carl Steve Alfred John

Barbara Penelopy Sarah

Francesca Patricia

Joy Marzia

Zj Gregory

Zing Alvin Brian

Algernon Felix
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2018 Awards Ceremony
Sports Awards

ATHLETICS
NSC Age Group Champions
 
Jack Merchant .......................................................................................................................................... Under 12 Boys
Gemma Bulleid ........................................................................................................................................ Under 12 Girls
Fynn Mitchell ........................................................................................................................................... Under 13 Boys
Aillish Woods ........................................................................................................................................... Under 13 Girls
Jack Stalker ................................................................................................................................................ Under 14 Boys
Bernice Cullen ......................................................................................................................................... Under 14 Girls
Scott Cullen & Heamani Taufa ........................................................................................................ Under 15 Boys
Megan Lowe .............................................................................................................................................. Under 15 Girls
Oliver Trusler ........................................................................................................................................... Under 16 Boys
Star-ra Ralston ......................................................................................................................................... Under 16 Girls
Jack Wilson ................................................................................................................................................... Over 16 Boys
Huriana Ponga ............................................................................................................................................ Over 16 Girls
 
Champion Boy (most points in school sports)
Oliver Trulser .............................................................................................. Lumsden District High School Cup
 
Champion Girl (most points in school sports)
Bernice Cullen ............................................................................................ Lumsden District High School Cup

CROSS COUNTRY

NSC Age Group Champions
 
Gemma Bulleid ........................................................................................................................................ Under 12 Girls
Fynn Mitchell ........................................................................................................................................... Under 13 Boys
Charlotte Rodgers-Foran ................................................................................................................... Under 13 Girls
Cam Slattery ............................................................................................................................................. Under 14 Boys
Adriana Evans .......................................................................................................................................... Under 14 Girls
Scott Cullen ............................................................................................................................................... Under 15 Boys
Danyca Salva ............................................................................................................................................. Under 15 Girls
Oliver Trusler ..................................................................... Lumsden District High School - Under 16 Boys
Star-ra Ralston ..................................................................... Catherine Thompson Trophy - Under 16 Girls
Arron Sangster .......................................................................................... Ralph Bowler Trophy - Over 16 Boys
Huriana Ponga .............................................................................. Jacqueline Dumble Trophy - Over 16 Girls

SWIMMING

NSC Age Group Champions
 
Josh Lowe .........................................................................................................NSC/Lions Trophy - Under 12 Boys
Gemma Bulleid ........................................................................................... NSC/Lions Trophy - Under 12 Girls
Kynan Marsh ................................................................................................ NSC/Lions Trophy - Under 13 Boys
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2018 Awards Ceremony
Sports Awards cont.

Charlotte Rodgers-Foran ....................................................................... NSC/Lions Trophy - Under 13 Girls
Ryan Senior ................................................................................................... NSC/Lions Trophy - Under 14 Boys
Bernice Cullen ............................................................................................ NSC/Lions Trophy - Under 14 Girls
Scott Cullen ................................................................................................... NSC/LIons Trophy - Under 15 Boys
Imogen Highfield ....................................................................................... NSC/Lions Trophy - Under 15 Girls
Dominic Carston ............................................................................................ Williams Trophy - Under 16 Boys
Olivia Duthie ................................................................................................... Hellewell Trophy - Under 16 Girls
Samuel Rodgers-Foran ............................................. Lumsden Swimming Club Trophy - Over 16 Boys
Matilda Highfield ...............................................................................................Allan Kahui Cup - Over 16 Girls
 
Olivia Duthie ........................................................................... Most Points on the Day - Bruce Ross Trophy

SPORTS TEAM AWARDS

Samuel Rodgers-Foran ............................... Best Performance in Paddles Up - NSC Kayaking Award
Huriana Ponga & Star-ra Ralston ................................... Girls Football - Most Valuable Player Award
Kate McIntosh ...................................................................................... Girls Football - Most Improved Award
Ethan Holden ............................................................................ Boys Football - Most Valuable Player Award
Ethan Holden ...................................................... Excellence, Dedication and Sportsmanship in Hockey
................................................................................................................................................................... Pam Read Trophy
Ethan Holden ......................................................................................... Badminton - Leadership and Fair Play
Arnav Singh ............................................................................................ Boys Football - Most Improved Award
Esther Currie .............................................................................Netball - Most Dedicated Player - Te Ra Cup
Claurize Janse van Rensburg .......................................................................... Goal Shoot Award - Te Ra Cup
Xavier Trusler .........................................................................................Junior Rugby - Most Improved Player
Cam Slattery .............................................................................................. Junior Rugby - Most Valuable Player
Sam Watson ....................................................................................... A Grade Rugby - Most Improved Player
Kalapoli Taufa ...................................................................................... A Grade Rugby - Most Valuable Player
Luke Stalker ............................................................................... Equestrian - Beer Family Equestrian Award
Josh Bennett ..................................................................................................................... Shooting - Highest Scores
Ravindu Gunawardhana ......................................................................... Basketball - Most Improved Player

SPECIAL SPORTS AWARDS WINNERS

Best All Round Sportsperson Year 7 & 8 - McGregor Trophy

Fynn Mitchell
 
Athletics ..............................................  NSC U13 Boys Champion, 4th Southland 1500m and 3rd 800m
Cross Country .....................................................NSC U13 Boys Champion, 1st Northern, 5th Southland, 
...........................................................................................................................................3rd Southland Secondary U14
Hockey .............................................................................................. Captain Southland Boys  U13 Hatch Team
Rugby ......... NSC U48kg Northern/Western/Central combined Rep Team and Southland trials
Golf ..................................................................................... NSC Gold Team Southland Primary Competition
Triathlon ...................................................................................... 2nd Southland Secondary School Triathlon
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2018 Awards Ceremony
Sports Awards cont.

Fynn Mitchell 
Hockey ................................................................... Captain Southland Boys U13 Hatch Cup Hockey Team

Bernice Cullen
Netball .............................................................................................  NSC  A team, U14 Central Southland team
Hockey ................................ NSC Tuesday Competition team, NSC South Island Tournament team
Athletics ....................................................................NSC U14 Girls Champion, 1st Triple Jump Southland, 
.............................2nd 100m and Long Jump, 5th High Jump, attended South Islands and Nationals, 
.............................................................................................................................U13 Southland Interprovincial team
Swimming ........................................................................................................................... NSC U14 Girls Champion
Cross Country ................................................................................................NSC 2nd U14 Girls, 16th Southland
Badminton ......................................................................................................................................................... NSC Team 
Volleyball .....................................................................................................................................  NSC Year 9-10 Team
Squash ...................................................................................................................................... Mossburn Ladies Team
Tennis .............................................................................................................. Mixed Adult A Grade Dipton Team
Cricket ................................................................................................................................................................. NSC Team
 
Bernice shows dedication, commitment and enthusiasm towards all sports event. She is
reliable, conscientious and is always willing to take on board advice and responsibility.

Outstanding Achievement in Sport 7 & 8 - Goodson Trophy

Outstanding Achievement in Sport - Bowler Trophy

Adriana Evans
Ice Skating ...................................  Top 12 placing in Free Skate at Ice Skating Nationals in Auckland

Best All Round Sportsman Year 9 - 13 - Neville Ross Trophy

Ethan Holden
Athletics .............................................  NSC 2nd Long Jump, 4th High Jump, Southland 5th Long Jump
Hockey ...........................................NSC Mixed Hockey Tuesday Competition team, Mixed Hockey
.................................................................................................................................... South Island Tournament team, 
............................................................................................ received a Player of the Day award on Tournament
Football ................................................................ NSC Boys Football Team - Most Valuable Player Award
Badminton ...................................................... NSC team for Southland Secondary Schools competition
Chess ........................................................................................... team placed 1st in Boys Division 2, NSC team
 
Ethan has participated further afield in sport this year and has consistently given each 110%
commitment. He is a great role model for upcoming sportspeople.

Best All Round Sportswoman Year 9 - 13 - Neville Ross Trophy
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2018 Awards Ceremony
Sports Awards cont.

Arron Sangster
 
Arron has consistently been involved in swimming, cross country, athletics, cricket,
kayaking, rugby, football and mixed hockey teams throughout the seven years he has been at
NSC. During this time, he has shown commitment, dedication and fair play. His leadership
skills were rewarded with being names co-captain of the Mixed Hockey Tournament Team in
his final year at NSC.

Jorja Burr ....................................................................................................................................................  Bronze Award
Matilda Highfield (received during the year) ............................................................................ Silver Award
Cassandra Rodgers-Foran ...................................................................................................................  Silver Award
Samuel Rodgers-Foran ............................................................................................................................  Gold Award
Arron Sangster .............................................................................................................................................  Gold Award
Nikolai Whelan (received during the year) .................................................................................  Gold Award

Leadership and Achievement in Sport Year 13 - 1990 Award

Olivia Duthie .......................................................................... William Tyler Johnson Award (for creativity)
Olivia Duthie & Tayla Elder .................................................................. Heslip Senior Musicianship Award 
Olivia Duthie & Tayla Elder ............................................................................ Anne MacAuley Drama Award
Jordan Kington ............................................................................................ Heslip Junior Musicianship Award
Kynan Marsh ................................................................................................ Public Speaking Trophy Year 7 & 8
Megan Lowe ................................................................................................ Public Speaking Trophy Year 9 & 10
Samuel Rodgers-Foran ................................................................................................. Senior Literature Award
Patrick Colligan ............................................................................................. Jean Little Trophy - Rural Studies
Arron Sangster, Kyla Herrick, Oliver Trusler, ...................................... The 'Ferrari' Grass Kart Team
      Patrick Colligan, Jack Brenssell, Izac Elder, Cam Slattery .... Cheryl Pym Technology Award

Duke of Edinburgh Awards

Cultural Awards
Cultural Awards
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2018 Awards Ceremony
Academic Awards

YEAR 7N8
Gemma Bulleid ............................................. 1st in Design Technology, Digital Technologies, English,
........................................ Humanities, Physical Education; 1st equal in Science; 2nd in Mathematics; 
............................................................................................. 3rd in Food Technology; General Diligence Award
McKenzie Findlay ......................................................................................... 3rd equal in Digital Technologies
Luke Jamieson ..................... 1st in Food Technology, Performing Arts; 2nd in Physical Education;
...................................................................... 3rd in Design Technology;  3rd equal in Digital Technologies; 
................................................................................................................................................... General Diligence Award
Ella Kutsyk ....................................................................... 2nd in English; 3rd equal in Digital Technologies
Jack Merchant .................... 1st in Mathematics; 2nd in Design Technology, Digital Technologies,
..................................................................................................... Food Technology, Science;  3rd in Humanities
Sean Sison .......................................................................................................................... 3rd in Physical Education
Briar Wilson .............................. 1st equal in Science; 2nd in Humanities; General Diligence Award

YEAR 7S8

Molly Butler ............................................................. 2nd in Design Technology; 3rd in Food Technology,
........................................................................................................................Humanities; General Diligence Award
Mackenzie Herrick ....................................... 1st in Digital Technologies, English; 2nd in Humanities
Josh Lowe ................................................... 1st in Design Technology, Food Technology, Mathematics,
............................................................ Physical Education, Science; 2nd in Digital Technologies, English
Nicole Masajo .................................1st in Humanities; 2nd in Food Technology, Physical Education, 
................................................................................................................................ Science; General Diligence Award

YEAR 7C8

Cooper Clark ............................................ 1st equal in Digital Technologies; General Diligence Award
Elijah Lietze .................................................................................................................... 3rd in Digital Technologies
Cody Lowe ......................................................................................................................... 2nd in Physical Education
Kadia Muir .......................................................................................................................... 1st in Design Technology
Millie Roy ...................................................1st in Physical Education; 1st equal in Digital Technologies,
......................................................... Food Technology; 2nd in Science; 2nd equal in Design Technology; 
...................................... 3rd in English, Humanities, Mathematics; Diligence with Distinction Award
Ruby Sellens ...............1st in English, Humanities, Mathematics; 3rd in Food Technology;
................................................................................................................................................... General Diligence Award
Harley Sheat ...............................1st in Science; 1st equal in Food Technology; 2nd in English,
...................................................................... Humanities, Mathematics; Diligence with Distinction Award
Luke Stalker ...................................2nd equal in Design Technology; 3rd in Physical Education;            
................................................................................................................................................... General Diligence Award
 
Gemma  Bulleid .........................................................................................................Year 7 Top Scholar
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YEAR 8N7

Makenzie Appleyard-Drake ................................ 1st in Food Technology, Performing Arts, Science;
.................................................................... 1st equal in Humanities; 2nd in Digital Technologies, English, 
...................................................................... Mathematics, Physical Education; 3rd in Design Technology; 
.................................................................................................................................................. General Diligence Award
Adam Bayer .................................................... 1st in Digital Technologies, Mathematics; 3rd in English
Leoné Geldenhuys ...................................................... 2nd in Design Technology; 2nd equal in Science;
............................................................. 3rd in Humanities, Physical Education; General Diligence Award
Isobel Law ........................................................................ 2nd equal in Science; 3rd in Digital Technologies
Charlotte Stalker ...........1st in Design Technology, Physical  Education; 2nd in Performing Arts;
............................................................................................. 3rd in Food Technology; General Diligence Award
Sweekriti Sunar ............................ 1st in English; 1st equal in Humanities; 2nd in Food Technology;
................................................................ 3rd in Mathematics, Performing Arts; General Diligence Award

YEAR 8S7

Lachlan Elder ........................................................... 1st in Physical Education; 3rd in Design Technology
Myah King ............................................................. 1st equal in Design Technology; 2nd equal in Science;
................................................................................................................................................... General Diligence Award
Ruby Menlove .................................................................................................................. General Diligence Award
Fynn Mitchell .......................... 1st in Digital Technologies, Mathematics; 1st equal in Humanities,
............................................................................... Science; 2nd in English; 2nd equal in Physical Education;
.......................................................................................................................................................3rd in Food Technology
Maddison Price .................................................. 3rd in Digital Technologies; General Diligence Award
Georgia Roy ...............................................................................1st in Food Technology; 1st equal in Science;
...................................... 2nd in Digital Technologies, Mathematics; 2nd equal in Physical Education;
..................................................................... 3rd in English, Humanities; Diligence with Distinction Award
Aillish Woods .......................................... 1st in English; 1st equal in Design Technology, Humanities;
........................................................ 2nd in Food Technology; 2nd equal in Science; 3rd in Mathematics;
................................................................................................................................................... General Diligence Award

YEAR 8C7

Gavin Chan ............................................................... 1st equal in Digital Technologies; 3rd in Humanities
................................................................................................................................................... General Diligence Award
Grace Duthie ......................................... 1st equal in Humanities, Physical Education; 2nd in Science;
.......................................................... 2nd equal in Design Technology, English; 3rd in Food Technology,
................................................................................................................... Mathematics, General Diligence Award
Troy Fowler ....................................................................................................................... 3rd in Physical Education
Jordan Kington .............................................. 1st  in English, Food Technology, Mathematics, Science;
.............................................. 1st equal in Digital Technologies, Humanities; General Diligence Award
Kynan Marsh ......................................... 1st equal Science; 2nd in Mathematics; 2nd equal in English;
................................................................................................................................................... General Diligence Award
Cade McLachlan ............................................................................................................. General Diligence Award
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Grace Naylor ............................................... 1st in Design Technology; 1st equal in Physical Education;
............................................................................................ 2nd in Food Technology; General Diligence Award
Valen Reidt ..................................................................................................................... 3rd in Digital Technologies
Catherine Villamayor ......................................................................................... 2nd equal Design Technology
Molly Wilson ................................................................................................................... General Diligence Award
 
Makenzie Appleyard-Drake, Jordan Kington, & Fynn Mitchell ........... Year 8 Top Scholars

YEAR 9N

Kate Bennett .................................... 1st equal in Digital Technologies 1, Humanities; 2nd in Science; 
.............................................. 2nd equal in Agriculture; 3rd in Mathematics; General Diligence Award
Dylan Bulleid ........................... 2nd in Mathematics, Physical Education; 2nd equal in Agriculture;
...........................................................................................................................................................................  3rd in English
Bernice Cullen ...................................................... 1st in Agriculture, Food Technology 2, Mathematics,
................................. Physical Education; 1st equal in English, Humanities; 2nd in Business Studies;
.................................................................................................................. 3rd in Science; General Diligence Award
Adriana Evans ............. 1st in Digital Technologies 2, Science; 1st equal in Digital Technologies 1,
.......................................... English; 3rd in Humanities, Physical Education; General Diligence Award
India Isaacs ........................................................................................................................ General Diligence Award
Caiden Reid ........................................................................................................ 2nd equal in Design Technology
Jinae Richards ................................................................................................. Diligence with Distinction Award

YEAR 9S

Timothy Bullmore ..................................................................................................................... 3rd equal in English
Kimberley Cabral .................................................. 1st in Design Technology; 2nd in Food Technology 1
Jordan Isaacs .......................................................................... 1st equal in French; General Diligence Award
Mana Kamo ........................................................................................................................ 1st in Physical Education
Riley Ludi ................................... 1st in English, Performing Arts; 1st equal in Digital Technologies 1,
..................................................................................... Humanities; 2nd in Food Technology 2, Mathematics,
.................................................................................... Physical Education, Science; General Diligence Award
Charlotte Rodgers-Foran ............................................................. 1st in Food Technology 1, Mathematics; 
...................................................... 1st equal in French; 3rd in Humanities, Science; 3rd equal in English
Jacob Sinclair ..................................... 2nd equal in Design Technology, Science; 3rd in Mathematics
Isabelle Stuart .............................................. 1st in Business Studies, Science; 1st equal in Humanities,
........................................................................................................................................................................... 2nd in English
 
Bernice Cullen .......................................................................................................... Year 9 Top Scholar
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YEAR 10
Jack Brenssell ................................................. 2nd equal in Performing Arts; 3rd in Design Technology
................................................................................................................................................... General Diligence Award
Zeniff Cañada ................................................................................................................... General Diligence Award
Josh Chalmers .................................................................................................................. General Diligence Award
Scott Cullen ....................................................................................................................... General Diligence Award
Ashmi Dhakal ................................................................................................................... General Diligence Award
Izac Elder .............................................................................................................................. 2nd equal in Agriculture
Kyle Hansen ........................................................... 2nd in Physical Education; General Diligence Award
Imogen Highfield ...................................................... 1st in NetNZ French; 3rd in English, Mathematics; 
..................................................................................... 3rd equal in Food Technology 2, Humanities, Science; 
................................................................................................................................................... General Diligence Award
Claurize Janse van Rensburg ............................... 1st in Food Technology 1; 2nd in Business Studies,
..................................................................................................... Design Technology; 3rd in Physical Education;
................................................................................................................................................... General Diligence Award
Megan Lowe ...................................................... 1st in Business Studies, Digital Technologies 1, English,
.................................................. Food Technology 2 (Ragna Bowler Award), Humanities, Mathematics,
............................................... Physical Education; 2nd equal in Performing Arts; 3rd equal in Science;
................................................................................................................................................... General Diligence Award
Brooklyn Neumann ............... 3rd equal in Food Technology 2; Diligence with Distinction Award
Madison Reidt ................................. 1st in Science; 2nd in English, Food Technology 2, Humanities;
................................................................................................................................................... General Diligence Award
Danyca Salva ......................................... 1st equal in Digital Technologies 2; General Diligence Award
Hana Sellens ..........................................................2nd in Digital Technologies 1, Mathematics, Science;
................................................................................................................................................... General Diligence Award
Anvi Singh ................................................................... 3rd equal in Humanities; General Diligence Award
Cam Slattery ..................................... 1st in Agriculture, Design Technology; 3rd in Business Studies
Pearl Stevens ..................................................... 1st equal in Digital Technologies 2, Food Technology 1; 
........................................................................................... 2nd equal in Agriculture; General Diligence Award
Samantha Villamayor ................................................ 1st in Performing Arts; General Diligence Award
 
Megan Lowe ............................................................................................................ Year 10 Top Scholar

YEAR 11

Connor Appleyard-Drake ......................................................................................... 2nd in Design Technology
Joshua Bennett ...................................................................... 2nd in Accounting; General Diligence Award
Jorja Burr ..................................... 1st in Accounting; 1st equal in Science; 2nd equal in Mathematics;
..................................................................................................... 3rd equal in English; General Diligence Award
Abish Cañada ......................... 1st in Digital Technologies; 2nd equal in Humanities, Mathematics; 
.................................................................................................................................. Diligence with Distinction Award
Bryant Cavinta .................................................................................................................................. 1st in Agriculture
Esther Currie .................................................... 1st in Design Technology, English; 1st equal in Science;
........................................................................................ 2nd in Physical Education; 3rd in NetNZ Accounting;
.................................................................................................................................. Diligence with Distinction Award
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Eilish Graham ................................1st in Art, Net NZ Geography; 2nd in English; 3rd in Accounting; 
..................................................................................................... 3rd equal in Science; General Diligence Award
Ravindu Gunawardhana .................................................. 1st in Mathematics; 2nd equal in Humanities
Brittney Lewis .................................................................................................................................. 2nd in Hospitality
Jayde Ludi .................................................................................... 1st in Hospitality; General Diligence Award
Cassandra Rodgers-Foran .................................................. 1st in Humanities; 2nd in Net NZ Mandarin;
................................................................. 3rd equal in English, Science; Diligence with Distinction Award
Maverick Salva ................................................................................................................ 3rd in Physical Education
Hannah Sangster .................................................... 1st in Physical Education; General Diligence Award
Stephanie Soldevilla ..................................................................................................... General Diligence Award
Ruby Thompson ............................................................................................................. General Diligence Award
Mheltricia Tolentino .................................................................................................... General Diligence Award
Charly Vega ...................................................................................................................................... 2nd in Agriculture
 
Eilish Graham .......................................................................................................... Year 11 Top Scholar

YEAR 12

Dominic Carston ...................................................................... 1st in Hospitality; 3rd in Physical Education
Olivia Duthie ......................................................................... 1st equal in English; General Diligence Award
Tayla Elder ....................................................................... 1st in Biology, Chemistry, Mathematics, Physics;
.............................................................................................. 1st equal in Art, English; General Diligence Award
Kyla Herrick ............................................................. 2nd in Mathematics; 3rd in English, Net NZ History
Matilda Highfield ............................................................................................................................. 3rd in Chemistry
Kate McIntosh ........................................................................... 1st equal in Art, Humanities; 3rd in Biology
Jack Miller ............................................ 1st in Physical Education; 2nd in Biology, Chemistry, Physics;
...................................................................................................... 3rd in Mathematics; General Diligence Award
Huriana Ponga ................................................................................................................ 2nd in Physical Education
Danielle Roberts ........................................................................ 1st in Accounting; 1st equal in Humanities;
.................................................................................................................................. Diligence with Distinction Award
 
Tayla Elder ............................................................................................................... Year 12 Top Scholar
................................................................................. and recipient of the Bill Wicks Memorial Prize

YEAR 13

Jason Kennedy ................................................................................................................. General Diligence Award
Samuel Rodgers-Foran .................................................... 1st in Calculus, English, Geography, Statistics
Arron Sangster ............................... 1st in Physics; 1st equal in Chemistry; General Diligence Award
Arnav Singh ............................................................. 1st in Biology; 1st equal in Chemistry' 2nd in English; 
................................................................................................................................................... General Diligence Award
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GENERAL SERVICE AWARDS.

Ethan Holden ................................ Peer Support Leader, Sport Council member, Tutor Group Representative
Arnav Singh .................................... Co-Leader of Eyre House, Co-Leader of SADD, Student Council Secretary, 
................................................... Social Council member, Service Council member, Tutor Group Representative, 
............................................................................................. Grass Kart Captain, Peer Support Leader, Waimumu Helper
Mackenzie Watson ..............................Head Student, Peer Support Leader, Social Council member (2 years), 
........................................................................................................ Balfour School Netball Coach, Ball Committee member

LEADERSHIP AND SERVICE WITH DISTINCTION AWARDS

Samuel Rodgers-Foran ....................................................................... Leader of Hokonui House, Co-Leader of SADD,
.................................................................... Peer Support Leader, Social Council member, Ball Committee member, 
....................................................................... Southland District Youth Council Representative, Northern Southland 
................................................................................................ Swimming Club Coach, Castle Downs Wetlands Volunteer, 
.................................................................................................................... ILT Kidzone volunteer (2 years) and Sub-Manager
Arron Sangster ................................................. Head Student, Head of Sports Council, Co-Leader of Eyre House, 
.................................................... Student Council Leader, Peer Support Leader, Sport Council member (6 years), 
.................................... Environment Council member, Ball Committee member, Grass Kart Captain (2 years), 
................................................................. Hockey Vice-Captain, Young Farmers Club Vice-President, Castle Downs 
................................. Wetlands Volunteer, Northern Southland Community Charitable Trust Representative, 
................................................................................................................................. Northern Southland Swimming Club Coach

SPECIAL AWARDS
Jack Wilson ......................................................................................................... Shaun Bolger Memorial Trophy
Jack Miller ............................................................... the Physical Education Exemplar - Alan Reid Trophy
Arnav Singh ..................................................................................... the MacKenzie Kalweit Challenge Award
............................................................................................................................................... (for overcoming obstacles)
Arron Sangster ................................................................................................ Youthmark Award - Walker Cup
Arron Sangster ..................................................................................... the Deborah Turner Memorial Award
.............................................................. (for honesty, common-sense, compassion, thoughtful-kindness,
......................................................................................................... refinement, culture, and a sense of humour)
Arron Sangster and Samuel Rodgers-Foran .................................................. Wilson Olds Scholarships
Joshua Bennett ................................................................................................ the Matt Dillon Memorial Award
Arron Sanster ......................................................... 2018 Head Student & Otago Polytechnic Scholarship
Mackenzie Watson ............................. 2018 Head Student & Southland Masonic Trust Scholarship
Arron Sangster ........................................................................................................................... Exemplar
................................................................................. (academic success matched with sporting and 
..................................................................................................cultural involvement, and leadership)
Arnav Singh .................................................................................................................. Proxime Accessit
Samuel Rodgers-Foran .......................................................................................................................DUX
 

LEADERSHIP ROLES FOR 2019
Jack Miller .................................................................................................................................. Deputy Head Student
Kate McIntosh ......................................................................................................................... Deputy Head Student
Jack Wilson ................................................................................................................................................ Head Student
Tayla Elder .................................................................................................................................................. Head Student
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My mission in life is

not merely to

survive, but to

thrive; and to do so

with some passion,

some compassion,

some humor, and

some style.

Maya Angelou


